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“All our
dreams

can come
true, if we
have the
courage

to pursue
them.”

—WaltDisney

“In a
thousand

years,
archeologists

will dig up
tanning

beds and
think we

fried
people as

punishment.”
—OliviaWilde
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GENERATI
Who wears the pants? Hollywood’s biggest 

MAR
TOMEI
Can you wear 
a loose top 
with a loose 
bottom? 
Sure — if you 
keep the look 
monochrome 
like Marisa 
did in pretty 
cream. 

BELLAMY 
YOUNG
High-rise, 
belted 
palazzos help 
to define 
Bellamy’s 
waist, 
flaunting her 
hourglass 
figure.

JANE 
FONDA
Jane knows 
that jewel 
tones — like 
the emerald-
green pants 
and sapphire 
shoes she 
wore to the 
Grace and 
Frankie 
premiere on 
May 1 in LA — 
are a winning 
combo! 
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ONWOW!
WHICH GENERATION WORE IT BETTER?

Patterned palazzos are one way to grab some serious
attention! Just stick with a simple top like Melanie did.
Jordin’s matching set is much too busy!

stars do with these wide-leg, fl owing trousers

JORDIN
SPARKS

MELANIE
GRIFFITH

DEBI 
MAZAR

Debi’s 
sweeping 

black palazzo 
pants look 

as elegant as 
a long skirt 

but are more 
comfortable. 

TRENDINGTHIS WEEK:Palazzo Pants
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NEWS NOW

Y
ou might not know his name, but you’ve 
seen William Schallert on hundreds 
of TV series — most notably The Patty 
Duke Show, in which he played the star’s 
often befuddled dad. William recently 
shared his fond memories of his time 

on that show with Closer, in his last interview before 
passing away on May 8 in the Pacific Palisades area of 
LA. “It was based on real-life situations and had some 
real depth to it,” the 93-year-old small-screen veteran 
told Closer. And while William had four sons of his own, 
he always considered Patty (who passed away March 29)
to be like his own child. “She was family as far as I’m 
concerned,” he said. “I loved her and used to say that she 
was the daughter of my heart.” William appeared in 
104 episodes of the hit comedy and preceded Patty as the 
Screen Actors Guild president. Most recently, he guest-
starred on Desperate Housewives and 2 Broke Girls “H
was a trem d

William Schallert

The Final 
Interview

THE LATEST ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE STARS
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“I believe you 
shouldn’t become 

an actor unless you
need to,” Willi

said. “Liking, ev
loving, acting is

enough. You ha
to need to a

Jane Fonda and Sidney Poitier will be
honored on Oct. 8 at the 30th annual
Carousel of Hope Ball in Beverly Hills.

The late Merle Haggard leaves fans on 
a high note, as a new single, “Kern River 
Blues,” was released on May 12.

SHORT
TAKES

Haunting
Letter From
Sanitarium
Stay

Moving On

Marilyn Monroe

 Sharon Osbourne 

ON MARCH 1, 1961, Marilyn
Monroe penned a letter
to her psychiatrist Dr.
Ralph Greenson about her
miserable stay at an NYC
psychiatric clinic. “I felt I
was in prison for a crime I
hadn’t committed,” wrote
the star. “They asked me
why I wasn’t happy there.
Well, I’d have to be nuts if
I liked it here.” The letter
is part of a collection that
will be sold in November
at Julien’s Auctions in LA.

“I’M DOING great, I really am,” 
insists Sharon Osbourne, who 
recently announced she split 
from her husband of 33 years, 
rocker Ozzy Osbourne. “I’m 
empowered and I’ve found this 
inner strength. I’m like, OK. 
What’s next?” While theTalk
co-host, 63, admits she “loves
Ozzy dearly,” she’s moved out of

heir Beverly Hills
homeand,according

o one insider, 
Ozzy’s jealousy over 
Sharon’s successful 
career is the reason. 
“She became the
moneymaker
and Ozzy felt
neglected,” the
insider tellsCloser. 

POLL OF THE WEEK

“I have such an 
appreciation for 
the work that 
Room to Grow is 
doing,” Today’s 
Savannah Guthrie 
tells Closer 
about the NYC 
organization that 
helps enrich the 
lives of babies 
living in poverty.

Savannah Gives
Babies a Better

Start 

You’d think that 
people would have 
had enough of silly 
love songs, but
Paul’s 1970 bal
from his McCar
album is still No
with Closer fan

61%
READERS SAY 

“MAYBE I’M 
AMAZED”

What’s your 
favorite Paul 

McCartney love 
song?

Secret Acts
of Kindness

psst...

y,

n
iOzzy Osbourne
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Stevie Wonder and Faith Evans 
honored Prince at a memorial 
concert in LA on May 6. 

U
sually jovial actor Tom H
broke down in tears rece
discussing a very person
in his life — the divorce o

parents, Amos and Janet, when he w
5 years old. “It was more about comp
than cross fire,” the teary Bridge of S
star said of his parents’ split. “I neve
across anybody that was abusive or a
[but] we were confused because no o
explained anything to us.” After Am
custody of Tom, now 59, and his sibli
actor admits they bounced between
in five different cities. The silver lini
says struggling to find the “vocabula
experiences ultimately drew him to

James Taylor and Richard Gere 
attended NYC’s Carnegie Hall on May 5 
for the venue’s 125th anniversary gala.

David Letterman and Jon Stewart 
helped celebrate the 75th anniversary 
of the USO in Maryland on May 5.

• Location:
Calabasas, Calif.

• Bedrooms/
bathrooms: 5/6

• Square footage:
10,000

• Price: $5.9 million
• Favorite feature:

Piano-shaped pool
• Moving in/out? Out

Tears Up Ab
His Painful

ON 

THE 

MOVE

The Mötley Crüe rocker’s 
tranquil backyard offers 
panoramic views.

The home
has an open
floor plan
andwood-
beam
ceilings.

 Tommy Lee 

Tom wishes 
his parents 
would have 

reassured him 
that he hadn’t 

“done anything 
wrong” during 

their split. 
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Rita Moreno rapped about living “life 
with clarity” while addressing Boston’s 
Berklee College of Music on May 7. 

Vanessa Williams hit all the right notes 
hosting the annual gala for NYC’s Jazz 
at Lincoln Center on May 9.

George Carlin’s archives have found a 
home at The National Comedy Center, 
opening in Jamestown, N.Y., in 2017.

Lassoing a Little
Recognition: Lynda Carter
She’s still a wonder woman. On
May 24, Lynda Carter, 64, will receive the
Lifetime Achievement Award at LA’s 41st
annual Gracie Awards — which honor
outstanding individual achievement and
programming by, for and about women.
“I am grateful to the fabulous women who
came before me and built the foundation
for my career,” says Lynda. “And I salute
hose who will be leading us in the future.”

HELLOS & GOODBYES

She’s not in a sociable mood.
At a reception for British
Academy Award winners,
Emma Thompson, 57, lamented
a recent trend in Hollywood.
“We’re casting actors who
have big [social media] followings so the studios
can use their followings to sell their movie.” In
essence, talent is being picked based on the
number of followers. “I think that’s a disaster.”
Why? Sir Michael Caine, 83, who was also at the
event, summed it up. “[Some] can’t really act.”

Guess who’s decided 
to clock out? On May 11, 
venerable 60 Minutes
correspondent Morley
Safer, 84, announced he
was retiring after 46 years
with the newsmagazine.
“It’s been a wonderful run,
but the time has come to

say goodbye to all of my friends at CBS and the
dozens of people who kept me on the air,” said the
newsman. “But most of all, I thank the millions of
people who have been loyal to our broadcast.”

It’s not so unusual. After losing his wife of 59 years,
Melinda, in April, Sir Tom Jones, 75, has decided to
get back on the stage, calling it “my best therapy.”
Set to headline London’s Hampton Court Palace
Festival on June 8, the singer said his decision to
return to performing so soon rested on the fact
that “music is so important to me — it’s my life…
through the brightest and darkest of times, it ha
embedded a soundtrack to all my memories.”

On May 9, All My Children’s 
Susan Lucci, 69, and daughter 
Liza Huber, 41, hosted the 
15th annual Women Who Care 
Awards luncheon benefiting
United Cerebral Palsy of
NYC. But Susan’s grandson,
Brendan, who has CP, made
the biggest impression there

— as he was well enough after recent spinal surgery
to walk his first-ever red carpet. “He has recovered
beautifully,” Susan tells Closer. “He has a greater
quality of life. He’ll have that forever.”

 JUST A MINUTE!  FAREWELLS

WALKING TALL

NOT TRENDING

There’s more than 
a touch of sadness. 
On May 3, Abel 
Fernandez, who 
played Agent 
Youngfellow on TV’s 
The Untouchables, 
passed away at age 
85. On May 4, Emmy-
winning costume 
designer Ret Turner, 
famous for dressing 
Cher, Carol Burnett 
and Diana Ross, 
died at 87. And 
TV producer Gino 
Grimaldi, known for 
his work on the series 
Emergency! and 
Knight Rider, passed 
on May 6. He was 74.

They must love sequels. 
Just 20 months after 
welcoming daughter 
Esmeralda, Eva 
Mendes, 42, and
Ryan Gosling, 35, 
had their second girl, 
Amada, on April 29. On
May 2, Grey’s Anatomy’s 
Jessica Capshaw, 39, 

and husband Christopher Gavigan welcomed 
their fourth, baby Josephine. Meanwhile, Audra 

 BABY BOOM 

McDonald, 45, is shuffling along to a happy tune. 
The singer announced she and husband Will 
Swenson, 42, await their first together.

 STAGES OF GRIEF
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��Alec Baldwin ��

Daddy Duty
Fatherhood is one wild 

ride! “This is my light, my 
life, my love,” Alec gushes 
of his precious 2-year-old 
daughter, Carmen. Alec 
and wife Hilaria treated 

their little one to a fun day 
at Disneyland in Anaheim, 

Calif., on May 10.

J

M
“
J
T

Eva Longoria 

White Haute!
“I love being a woman — 
I love the sexiness we get 

to exude!” affirms Eva, 
who stunned in this jaw-

dropping Pamella Roland 
gown as she hit the Cannes 

film festival’s red carpet 
on May 11. 
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Two pretty 

princesses!
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��Goldie Hawn��

The Gang’s All Here! 
“Kurt [Russell] and I are so proud,” enthuses Goldie, who brought 
her entire family — including Kurt, sons Oliver and Wyatt, daughter 
Kate and grandkids (from her left) Wilder, 8, Rio, 2, Bingham, 4, 
Ryder, 12, and Bodhi, 6 — to Goldie’s Love In For Kids, her annual 
event in LA. “I believe that we all need to do charitable work,” she 
says of the organization, which supports children’s education. 

��Mariska Hargitay ��
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 Katie

On C
Shooting
look, Ka
Food Ne
chef rack
style poi
when sh
stepped
sporting
yarn-dye
linen dre
Montcla
on May 4
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1970

Then
and Now

This British beauty 
hit it big in movies like 

Bullitt and Airport, 
then joined TV drama 
Nip/Tuck and is now 
filming Backstabbing 

for Beginners.

Jacqueline 
Bisset

Mariska knows how to paint the town 
red! The Law & Order: Special Victims 
Unit star stunned in the gorgeous ruby 
gown she wore to the Joyful Revolution 
Gala on May 10 in NYC. The event 
was held to benefit Mariska’s Joyful 
Heart Foundation, an organization she 

started in 2004 as a way to help those 
who have survived abuse. “I am proud 
to be a role model for my viewers,” the 
actress and longtime activist affirms. 
“I am finding out that helping victims 
is as, or more, rewarding than all the 
awards I win.”

1983

1992

2008

2016

“I look at all the things 
life has allowed me to do, 
and I feel like the luckiest 

person in the world.”

Mariska’s 
hubby, Peter 

Hermann, and 
their 9-year-

old son, August, 
attended as 

well!
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��Sharon Stone��

Metal Mouth
Sharon’s such a good 
sport! The actress wore 
metal grills on her teeth 
for a mock rap music 
video on The Late Late 
Show With James Corden 
on May 5. “My personal 
style and public style are 
very different,” she notes. 

��Valerie Harper & Mario Lopez ��

Shall We Dance?
Valerie hasn’t let her 2013 diagnosis of 

terminal brain cancer slow her down. “While 
you’re alive, be alive,” she insists. The actress 

followed her own great advice and danced 
with Extra’s Mario on May 10.

PICTURE
PERFECT

“I’m coming 
from a place 

of total 
strength and 

humility now.”

Downey Jr. 

Success 
Story
Robert opens up about his work ethic in 
the debut issue of GQ Style, saying, “You 
must learn to put your nose to the grindstone
for years and not look up.” And the 
Iron Man actor’s approach has certainly paid
off! Though he started off as a bad-boy star 
struggling with substance abuse, the actor 
sobered up into one of the highest-paid leadin
men in Hollywood. That includes his latest 
blockbuster, Captain America: Civil War.

It takes two 

to tango!
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AudreyHepburnWill &Grace actress Debra
Messing revisited this fashionable flashback of
Audrey from her 1961 hit Breakfast at Tiffany’s.

Brooke
Shields
“The last time
I flew private,”
jokes the Blue
Lagoon actress,
here working
the runway
with style in
this adorable
childhood
photo.

John
Stamos
John honored 
his late mom, 
Loretta, with 
this sweet ’60s 
shot. “I only
remember
the love,” he 
reminisced.

Sweet Memories

THE STARS SHARE THEIR FAVOR
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COUPLES UPDATE

S
ummer is almost here and Dolly
Parton’s schedule is heating up.
On June 3, she kicks off her first
major tour inmore than25years,
performing along the East Coast
andintheMidwest.Butthat’snot

theonlyupcoming event that has the country
superstar inawhirl.
AsDolly exclusively toldCloser in 2013, she

andhusbandCarlDeanwill host a 50th anni-
versary bash, followed by a vow renewal cer-
emony. The festivities will be “at our big old
plantation home [in Tennessee]…you know,
wherewehavefamilyandfriends,”sheshared.
Now insiders reveal new details of the two-
partevent,whichwill includeasmallparty for
the couple’s nearest and dearest on Saturday,
May 28, and an exchange of vows onMay 30,
DollyandCarl’sactual50thanniversary.

THE COUNTRY QUEEN
PLANS TO RENEW HER
VOWS WITH HUSBAND
CARL DEAN, AND CLOSER
HAS ALL THE DETAILS!

I NEVER
HAD

ANNIVERSARY50th

Dolly Parton
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Dol ly ’s  excited 
about her big day for 
a good reason: “She
didn’t get the wed-
ding of her dreams 
back in 1966,” says a 
friend. “She had just 
signed her first record 

deal, and her investors didn’t want her getting 
hitched. They wanted her to seem like she was 
available to the male country fans. She and Carl 
basically had to run off and get married across 
state lines from Tennessee.” It was a wed-
ding as low-key as the couple’s first meeting in 
1964, outside the Wishy Washy Laundromat in 
Nashville, Tenn. And Carl, a businessman, has 
kept a low profile ever since. “But now Dolly 
wants to proclaim her love for Carl to the world 
and feel like a bride again,” says the friend.

DOLLY’S DREAM COME TRUE
And of course, she’s going all out, Dolly style! 
“Dolly fussed over getting fitted for a wedding 
dress for months, and she got Carl to buy an ex-
pensive suit, which I don’t think he’s done since 
the 1990s,” an insider confides. The party, at the 
couple’s 63-acre Brentwood Tenn estate “will

still be a down-home affair,” says the friend. 
Guests will enjoy Southern favorites like barbe-
cue and chicken and dumplings, plus wedding 
cake. “They’ll probably move into the barn later 
in the evening and have a little hootenanny, get 
some guitars and fiddles and play some songs,” 
adds the friend. Just don’t expect Dolly to sing 
her 1974 hit “I Will Always Love You” to Carl. 
“Couples play that song at their weddings and 
Dolly would always scratch her head and say, 
‘Don’t they listen to the words? It’s a goodbye 
song!’” says the friend. Carl, for his part, may 
get everyone out on the floor: “He not only likes 
to dance, he’s good at it!” says the insider.

In late June, after Dolly wraps up the first 
leg of her tour, the couple may also take a 
down-home honeymoon in their RV. “They 
like to go up into the Smokies, camp out, or 
even stay in a cheap roadside motel for the 
night as they travel,” the insider confides. 
And while their relationship has endured 
some bumps in the road, “they are more in 
love than ever,” the insider adds. “That’s why 
Dolly is all the more gung-ho about really 
honoring what they’ve created together over
the past 50 years.” 

Deborah Skolnik
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 “My 
husband

 is a great 
guy,” says 

Dolly, 
who first 

exchanged 
vows with 

Carl in 1966.  
“He’s so 

proud 
of me!”

THE PAR
DETAILS!
SHE’LL SERENADE CAR
“I don’t think Dolly would feel r
her big day not singing a song,”
a pal. “‘(Y ur Love Keeps Liftin
Higher igher’ captures how
and out each other.”

FLOWER
very brid

ds a p
ouquet

Dolly’s will
likely be made
yellow roses,
favorite flowe

LL HAVE 
AND EAT 
O!

igging into 
ty wedding 
lly and Carl 
e for lots of 

aphs” next 
s the friend.

IT’LL BE A CASUAL 
AFFAIR “They’re planning 

tdoor party for 
out 50 people 
t their home in 
Brentwood,” 
says an insider. 
If it rains, “they’ll 
just move it into 
the barn!”

“You’ve got to have trust and 
fun and friendship and laughs. 

We’re very compatible.” 



NEXT CHAPTER

Jennifer Aniston, David, 
Courteney Cox, Matt 

LeBlanc, Lisa Kudrow and 
Matthew Perry in 1994

BACK
AFTER TAKING TIME OFF 
TO START A FAMILY, THE 
FRIENDS STAR RETURNS 
TO TV WITH A PAIR OF 
HIGH-PROFILE ROLES

Inside
His

DAVID SCHWIMMER

BIG

EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW
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talizing his career.
rily put acting on

d married British
; they welcomed
r later. Now he’s
r series role since
east, a new AMC
e 5. He stars as a

open a restau-
.Y., and clashing
sters. “I thought
bination of dark
food, wine and
ys of the show.

of Big Night
nos.”

come a long
ays as often-
tologist Ross
ash hit from
he still keeps

friends, who
nus Matthew
y in London)
w’s director
fun,” David

says. “I see the cast members individ-
ually — I probably see [Matt] LeBlanc
the most often — but it was nice for all
of us to be in the same room, especially
honoring someone we love so much.”

HE WAS ON A BREAK!
David’s decision to slow down his act-
ing career “wasn’t conscious,” he says.
“I took my foot off the gas when I start-
ed a family. I wanted to spend time
with my daughter and wife. But the
O.J. thing came up at the right time
because I was feeling a real itch to get
back to work in a serious way.”

I wa surprised
I became known
for one role, but
I just played the

long game.”

David plays a widower with a mute son 
(Elijah Jacob) and an ex-con partner 

(Jim Sturgess) on Feed the Beast.

“I thought, 
Who’s this 
white dude 
standing by 
O.J.?” David 
(with Cuba 
Gooding Jr.) 
recalls of
the ’95 trial.
“I was excited
to find out 
why [Robert 
Kardashian]
did that.”

The O.J. thing, of course, was FX’s 
acclaimed miniseries The People v. 
O.J. Simpson, which cast him as the 
defendant’s loyal lawyer Robert Kar-
dashian. “We all know the name,” 
says David. “The challenge was find-
ing out who the real person was.” 

Robert’s frequent plaintive pleas in-
voking his pal’s nickname — “Juice!” — 
were cut together into a montage that 
went viral online. “I’ve heard about it, 
and it makes me laugh,” he says. “If it’s 
entertaining to people, I’m all for it.”

David’s delighted that new gener-
ations continue to find Friends en-
tertaining. “It’s amazing that a lot of 
teenagers binge-watch it, and I hope 
it will still be enjoyable to my 5-year-
old in nine years,” he says. “It’s a show 
that took place before social media, 
and the idea of talking face-to-face is 
shocking to young people.”

As for the future, David hopes his 
fans will still be there for him. “I’m ex-
cited about O.J. and Feed the Beast — 
and to find out what happens next,” he 
says. “I just keep trying to get better.” 

— Bruce Fretts CL
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A
s the host of The
Hollywood Squares
from 1966 to 1980,
Pet er M a r sh a l l
was the ostensi-
ble star — but he

didn’t get the most fan mail. “I was
pretty cute, and Paul Lynde was ob-
viously gay, and he got all these ro-
mantic letters from women,” Peter
recalls toCloserwith a laugh.

It was this kind of unpredictable
zaniness that made Squares such
a beloved hit. “The appeal had ev-
erything to do with the zingers,”
says TVGuideMagazine senior crit-
ic Matt Roush. “We couldn’t wait to
hear how Paul Lynde or Rose Marie
would respond to leading questions,

often with racy innuendoes that
would crack each other up.” Now,
on Squares’ 50th anniversary, Peter
exclusively shares with Closer some
of his favorite — and least favorite!
— memories.

“We would have Mel Brooks, Jon-
athan Winters or Buddy Hackett,
and they would tell jokes on com-
mercial breaks,” Peter says. “It was
a very entertaining evening.” And
the good times didn’t end when the
cameras stopped rolling. The cast
even went on vacations together.

Recalls Rose Marie, “We had a
luncheon with the president of Ja-
maica because everyone was watch-
ing The Hollywood Squares and he
wanted to meet us.”

wasn’t always so
Mason gave me
r says. “He had a

tive attitude and
gative person can
g down a whole

cast.” The host
a l s o d e s c r i b e
George C. Scott
“an enigma — very
ficult, but never
He had mixed feelings about
the Gabor sisters: “Zsa Zsa would de-
mand a driver and her own makeup
person, but Eva would just waltz in.”

Sometimes Squares even made
someone a star. “Burt Reynolds
was not very well-known when he
started the show,” Peter says of the
Dan August star. “He was so cute on
Squares thatTheTonight Showhired
him and he did theCosmo centerfold
and all of a sudden he was this huge
star. He was a really good guy.” Now
90, Peter looks back on his Squares
days with bittersweet emotion. “I
think of all the fun we had, and most
of these people aren’t still with us,”
he says. “It kind of breaks my heart.”

—BruceFretts,
with reportingby IlyssaPanitz CO
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STAR STORIES
PETER MARSHALL

Memories

“I always knew I’d have 
a fun evening with Joan 
Rivers,” Peter gushes.

AS THE GAME SHOW CELEBRATES ITS 50TH ANNIVERSARY, 
THE HOST REVEALS BEHIND-THE-SCENES SECRETS

Once they became big stars, 
ost people didn’t come back. 
ut Burt did,” says Peter.

Peter hosted 
more than 

4,000 
episodes of 

The Hollywood 
Squares!

Hollywood Squares
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Charley Weaver was actually Cliff Arquette 
— Rosanna, Patricia and David’s grandfather!

Peter and the Squares would tape five or 
six episodes in one five-hour workday.

“They were so attractive 
and sweet,” Peter recalls of 
Donny and Marie Osmond.

“Wine was always served at dinner breaks, 
and Paul loved his wine,” says Rose Marie 
of Paul Lynde. “By the last show, Paul was 
even funnier than you can imagine.”

“I would look 
up and see Ginger 

Rogers, Jane 
Wyman and all 

these huge stars. 
It was amazing.”

— Peter Marshall

Peter’s 
book,
Backstage
With the
Original 
Hollywood 
Square, was 
released
in 2002. 
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COVER ST
HE’S 
FAMOUS FOR 
HIS HAPPY-
GO-LUCKY 
ATTITUDE 
AND 
CAREFREE  
PERSONA, 
BUT FRIENDS
REVEAL

Paul McCartney

THE
SECRET 
SIDE OFBy LOUISE A. BARILE
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O
n sunny days in 
New York’s Cen-
tral Park, moms 
push baby stroll-
ers and kids chase 
after soccer balls. 

The famed park’s green spaces and 
shady paths are also a favorite haunt 
of Sir Paul McCartney, who fre-
quently takes strolls there with his 
daughter Beatrice, 12. “He often gets 
recognized and will say hi to folks — 
as long as he can keep moving,” con-
fides an insider of the former Beatle, 
who makes New York his home base 
with wife Nancy Shevell when he’s 
not on tour.

The happy elder statesman of rock 
is the Paul that fans have loved since 
the early days, when he was known 
as the Cute Beatle. But while up-
beat, thumbs-up Paul has been a fix-
ture in pop consciousness since the 
1960s, only a small circle of the su-
perstar’s closest associates have ac-
cess to his private side. Throughout 
his life, Paul has loved deeply, suf-

fered losses and disappoint-
ments, but come out of it 

a wiser, stronger man. 
Fr iend s revea l to 

Closer how the musi-
cian, 73, found peace 
within his family, 
security in his third 

marriage and the experience to
handle his lingering fears and
insecurities.

Like a moth to a flame, young
Liverpool, England–born Paul
chased stardom with a zeal that

was unmatched by his band-
mates, John Lennon, George 
Harrison and Ringo Starr. “Paul
was always the most capable, even 
in their early days in Hamburg, Ger-
many,” says Chris Hutchins, author 
of The Beatles: Messages from John, 
Paul, George and Ringo. “He has 
strength of character and a determi-
nation not to be beaten. Paul will not 
be beaten in anything.”

For all of his charm, insiders say 
that Paul, who was raised in humble 
circumstances by his father after 
his mother died of an embolism fol-
lowing breast cancer surgery when 

he was 14, remains true to his rough
Liverpool roots. “We always think 
of him as happy-go-lucky, but Paul 
came from the streets. He was a 
tough kid,” says Bob Spitz, author 
of The Beatles: A Biography. “Even if 
you talked with him today, you’d be 
shocked by his language.”

SHE LOVES YOU
Paul’s determination not to let any-
thing stand in the way of his dreams 
extended into his romances. Paul 
had two serious early loves, ac-

Paul (with 
Beatrice in 
London in 

2013) wrote the 
song “Dance 
Tonight” for 
his beloved 
daughter.

PAUL
MCCARTNEY 
FUN FACTS

ul’s wealth exceeds

800
MILLIOHe has co-written

29
No. 1 singles.

avid artist, Paul has
d more than

00
PAINTINGS

n 2014, Paul’s bass 
guitar sold at auction for

$125,000

Ticket prices sta

$1
to see Paul pla
the Desert Tri
festival this
October on t
same bill wi
The Rolling
Stones 
and Bob
Dylan.

60%
of all American TVs 
tuned in to see The 
Beatles with Ed Sullivan 
in February 1964.

“You sing 
something 
and you get 

this incredible 
warmth back.”



tress Jane Asher and Dorothy “Dot” 
Rhone, his hometown girlfriend who 
became pregnant when Paul was 18. 
“Paul really feared he was going the 
same way as John,” who was forced 
to hide his 1962 marriage to Cyn-
thia Powell, says Spitz. But when Dot 
miscarried, Paul broke off their en-
gagement. “He was on a mission and 
nothing was going to interfere with 
it, and nothing did.”

When The Beatles became a sen-
sation, Paul was ready. “He could
make love to an audience with his

eyes,” recalls Larry Kane, author of 
three books about The Beatles includ-
ing Ticket to Ride: Inside the Beatles’ 
1964 Tour That Changed the World. 
“Every single person in that crowd 
thought that he was singing to them. 
That’s why they were all screaming.”

Yet for all of Paul’s confidence, his 
ego could be easily bruised. Hutchins 
recalls Paul testing out a new compo-
sition on music publisher Dick James. 
“Dick obviously wasn’t very excited by 
it. He said, ‘Well that’s alright, but do 
you have anything with ‘YEAH YEAH 

YEAH’ in it?’ ” Hutchins says. “Paul 
was very hurt.” But history would 
prove Dick wrong. The song Paul 
played for him was “Yesterday,” which 
would become the most covered song 
in all of music history.

By the late 1960s, Paul’s drive 
caused rifts in the band. “He was a 
dictator in the studio,” recalls Spitz. 
“Whenever anybody asks me if I 
think Yoko Ono broke up The Bea-
tles, I always tell them, ‘No, Paul 
broke up The Beatles.’ John and 
George couldn’t stand to be in the

COVER STORY

“Paul really 
wanted a stable 
home and a large 
family,” says 
author Philip 
Norman of the star 
with Mary, James 
and Stella in 2011. 
“Linda helped him
realize that.” 

“Paul really, really loved Dot
for the first couple of months, but
they were kids,” says Spitz. Paul
broke it off with her in 1961.

“We had a good 
relationship,” Paul 
says of Jane, here in 
1967. “To tell the truth, 
the women at that 
time got sidelined.”

Love 

Me Do!
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same room as him anymore.”
The musician, who married Lin-

da Eastman in 1969, had also been 
hounding his bandmates to allow 
his father-in-law to manage The 
Beatles. “John didn’t want it,” says 
Hutchins. “That’s basically why they 
had the group dissolved.”

MAYBE I’M AMAZED
Paul appeared to rebound from the 
breakup quickly, releasing his solo
album McCartney in April 1970,
but the dissolution of The Beatles
plunged him into a deep depres-
sion. “He was hitting the bottle and
on the edge of a breakdown,” says
Paul McCartney: The Life author
Philip Norman. “Linda helped him
through it just by being there.”

But Paul’s beloved wife did more
than that. Whereas the musician had
taken a domineering role in his oth-
er relationships, he allowed Linda to
take care of him. “For Paul, it was just
a great feeling for him to turn a big part
of his life over to someone he loved and
trusted,” says a friend. “Linda was as
much a mother as a wife to Paul.”

“They were a very, very bonded
couple,” remembers Laurence Ju-
ber, lead guitarist with Wings from
1978 to 1981. “Wings was Paul and
Linda’s band, it wasn’t just Paul’s.”
He taught Linda to play keyboards,
and the couple brought the children,
Stella, James, Mary and Heath-

er (Linda’s daughter from her first 
marriage) on tour. Paul got so much 
joy out of his family that he and Lin-
da disbanded Wings in 1981. “They 
didn’t tour again until 1989 and I 
think a big part of that was not want-
ing to disrupt the kids,” says Juber. 
“Family came first.”

The last five years of their life to-
gether were the sweetest, but Linda’s 
diagnosis of breast cancer in 1995 
and her death three years later at age
56 nearly destroyed Paul. “For many
months, he was out of communica-

tion with the world,” says Norman,
who reveals that Paul even entered
grief counseling. Paul confesses,
“For about a year, I found myself cry-
ing — in all situations, anyone I met.”

In 1999, he met model Heather
Mills. “He was in a vulnerable state,
obviously,” says Norman about the
woman Paul married in 2002. “I
think [she appealed to] Paul’s nur-
turing side because she had lost part
of her leg in an accident.”

Heather gave birth to Beatrice in 
2003, but when the couple separat-
ed in 2006, she ignited one of the 
most costly and vicious public di-
vorces in history. For Paul, who had 
always so carefully controlled his 
public image, it was humiliating to 
see his dirty laundry splashed across 
the news. “He was bitter, not only at 
Heather, but at himself for making a 
wrong turn following Linda’s death,” 
says the friend. “But he got a daugh-
ter he adores out of the marriage,
and then Nancy came into his life.”

Nancy, a wealthy divorcée, traveled
in the same Hamptons, N.Y., social cir-
cles as Paul, and since their 2011 wed-
ding, the couple still spend summers
there. “Nancy has a very sweet de-
meanor,” says a friend. “She’s a great
companion. They understand each
other and they’ve both lived very, very
interesting lives. There’s true love
there.” And it shows.

Since their marriage, he has be-
gun touring again in earnest — with
Nancy often waiting backstage. She’s
a “perfect choice,” notes Norman.
She’s “devoid of either competitive
ego or over-possessiveness.” She also
likes to hear Paul sing, which is good
because he’s having too much fun to
retire. “I still enjoy writing, I still en-
joy singing. What am I gonna do?” he
says. “Gardening, golf? No, thanks.”

— Reporting by Katie Bruno
and Ilyssa Panitz

Nancy married Paul 
in 2011 wearing a 

dress designed by his 
daughter, Stella. “His 

whole family loves 
her,” says a friend.
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“Paul and Linda kept art and
family in balance together,”

says Wings guitarist
Laurence Juber. “They were

very much soul mates.”

A year after 
Linda’s death, 

Paul met Heather. 
“I noticed that I 

liked the way she 
looked. I said, 

‘Uh-oh. You can’t 
do that.’”

“I never really felt 
like, ‘Oh, I did 
good.’ Nobody 

does.”

Pick up next week’s Closer for more 
on Paul & John’s friendship



COVER STORY
PAUL MCCARTNEY’S 
GREATEST HITS

Paul, here around 1957, “never
had any formal music teachers,
only his dad,” says Norman. He
introduced his son to English
dance hall and vaudeville songs.

“There was 
something very 

natural and down-
to-earth about Paul 
and Linda,” Wings 
guitarist Laurence 
Juber tells Closer. 
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Songwriting is a part of Paul’s DNA. “He is an absolute work-
aholic, he never stops working and he’s never satisfied,” 
explains Beatles author Philip Norman. Musician Laurence 
Juber, who performed with Wings, can’t imagine Paul ever 
retiring. “When you have that level of commitment to the 
work, why would you?” he asks.

Eager to complete their studio recordings 
in 1969, Paul suggested the group go 
outside and shoot a photo on Abbey Road 
and name the album after the street. 

The Beatles 
enjoyed their 
popularity — and 
the money that 
came with it. 
“John and I used 
to sit down and 
say, ‘Now, let’s 
write a swimming 
pool,’” reveals 

Paul, here in 1963.
The Beatles’ 1968 trip
to India helped
get out of a cre
rut and deal wit
stress of their f

In 2014, Paul 
and Ringo  

Starr reunited 
to play at the 

Grammys’ 
salute to

The Beatles. 
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   24-Page
Weekly Bonus 

Section
Starts Here!

Puzzles • TV & Movies • Food • Health • Horoscopes

HARDMEDIUM EXPERT

There are nine sections of nine squares in each puzzle. Fill in all blank spaces 
with numbers 1 to 9. The numbers can be in any order but can not be repeated.SUDOKU

For the answers to this week’s puzzles, turn to page 48.

WORD SEARCH
Each of these clues can be found within
the grid horizontally, vertically, diagonally,
backward or forward. Circle them all to
solve the puzzle.

WEDDING DANCE SONGS
BUNNY HOP

CHA CHA SLIDE

CHICKEN DANCE

CONGA

ELECTRIC BOOGIE

HITCH HIKE

HOKEY POKEY

HULLY GULLY

MACARENA

PONY TIME

SHOUT

THE HUSTLE

THE STROLL

THE TWIST

THE WAH-WATUSI

THRILLER

VOGUE

YMCA

E M W L T W K G B Y U N P H T Y V U P U 

H A I A M A H H R Y E H K S H E L J E D 

T N Y Y X O M E E Y L L U G Y L L U H E 

X V J B K A Y I K Y R P Q P E W S A E J 

K A J  I   I  S B O C C P O N A A L O J O S 

H R D S X K Y T T Q A I X E T O R I Y Y 

I A Q M T E Q H L T H E H U S T L E C L 

I C S H B R E V  I   I  N D W Y Q S E O K B 

C E S H O U T  I C W D B Q S E C P A D A 

H T T U C O T B E T S  I  W T E H T U V G 

K C L R P C A U O H U Y C D C U V D Y L 

K E O O O E R E O B M A R H C I  S E E W 

R L R N Z C M E G R H V C A I  L P  I K T 

L N G B G C C H I C K E N D A N C E O N 

L K Z W S A L  I  E T V E K B L Y H S H N 
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TRAIN YOUR BRAIN

WORD SCRAMBLE
Unscramble the shaded letters to spell out 
the answer to this week’s trivia question.

HARRISON FORD starred 
longside this House of Cards 
ctor in 1988’s Working Girl.

ACROSS
1 Stylist’s tool
5 Soup containers
8 Spiders
15 Cry of detection
16 Canal country
17 Postal delivery
18 Over, to a poet
19 Destructive one
21 Skydiving strings
22 Broadway musical 

___ Misérables
23 Actor Desi
24 Church area
25 Stag’s mate
26 Young goat
27 Baseball abbreviation
28 Lascivious look
29 King toppers
30 Tonic’s partner
31 Quilting contest
32 Lay odds on
33 Bridle part
34 Calendar abbreviation
35 Correction marks
36 Was the same
39 Unwilling, hesitant
41 Anger, wrath
42 Utterly destroy
43 Oven clock
45 Bluish purple
46 Leg joint
47 Tendon
49 Humorous one
51 Before JFK
52 Slow run
53 Moist
55 Large couch
57 Make a blunder
59 Stop or Yield
61 Words of relief
63 What’s up, ___?
65 Article of faith
67 Small dog sound
69 Holiday drink
70 Penny
72 Before, to a bard
74 Cut wood
76 Talk and talk
78 Squeak stopper
79 Ancient
81 Olden instruments
83 Hair bunches
86 British school
88 Dwellings, abodes
90 In reserve
92 Unencumbered
93 Cut off
94 Prank pullers
96 Morally instructed
97 Cosmetic
98 Noah’s ship
99 Santa ___ winds
100 Embarrassing color
101  Koppel or Kennedy

102 Genetic material
103 Svelte
104 Principal
106 Product plug
107 Hog heaven
108 Felt cap
109 Soft mineral
110   He ___ got a chance
111  “Annabel Lee” author
112  Discusses too much
113  Spanish nap
114  Sculler’s need
115  Greek god of war
116  Really busy
117  Auction ender
118   Wisconsin’s national 

nickname
119  Misplaced
120 Count on

DOWN 
1 Cleveland team

2 Chicago international 
airport

3 Retail model
4 Crony
5 Floor covering
6 Faulty, wrong
7 Back of the neck
8 The Dark Knight actor 

Eckhart
9 Take a cab
10 Gore and Pacino
11 Most sacred
12 Requirement
13 Taxing group
14 Tourist’s objective
16 La ___, Bolivia
17 Small amount
20 Patriotic grp.
24 Bitter tasting
26 Big Eyes artist 
27 Tractor man John
29 Aid a felon
30 Hair product
31 Courage
32 Harvest

34 Comes from
35 Musical piece
37 Egg dish
38 All over again
39 Send in
40 Scoundrel
44 Stylish, chic
46 Boxing wins
48 Got hitched
50 Waterway
54 Foot digit
56 The Big Apple
58 Fit a ship
60 Small beard
61 Hit the gas
62 Pried into
64 Bent
66 Arctic birds
68 Tap lightly
71 Pie plate
73 Bugs Bunny’s enemy 

Fudd
75 Latin hymn: “Agnus 

___”
77 In shape, slangily

80 ___ Moines, Iowa
82 Type of route
84 Stewed dish
85 Like a couch potato
87 Played with
88 Endearing term
89 Song lines
91 Cheese type
94 Uptight
95 Notable period
99 Ready
102 Editorially canceled
103 Hindu garments
104 West of Hollywood
105  Computer chip 

maker
107 Glide high
108 House plant
109  Dorothy’s dog in 

The Wizard of Oz
110  Pelvic joint
111  Luau dish
112   Sound made by a 

sheep
113 Earth’s star

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27

28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35

36 37 38 39 40 41

42 43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50 51 52

53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

86 87 88 89 90 91 92

93 94 95 96

97 98 99

100 101 102 103 104 105

106 107 108 109 110

111 112 113

114 115 116 117

118 119 120

CROSSWORD
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SPOT THE DIFFERENCE PICTURED: 
DONALD DUCK, MINNIE MOUSE, ALFONSO 

RIBEIRO, MICKEY MOUSE AND GOOFYFind the 10 things that make these two pictures different!

CRYPTOGRAM
A Cryptogram is a deciphering puzzle where one letter stands for another. 
If the letter M represents the letter A, it will do so throughout the puzzle. 
Write your answer in the box over the coded letter. Short words like A, 
AND, THE and I are common. Words may frequently end in E, S, and ING. 
We’ve given you some starting clues at the bottom.

K T J X J B V E I M W Y D H

O C J A M I X. F T D F A T

J B T Z’ I C E T V I D J Z

T Z U M B D Z L T Z I G R T B T

T Q W T A A T Z W T M E

T Q F T W I T V.

BLOCK BUSTERS
Bust up the blocks below and reassemble 
them to spell the title of a movie that 
each actor appeared in. Each complete 
word begins with a capital letter.

BEN KINGSLEY

CANDICE BERGEN

MORGAN FREEMAN

et Mi nge
utt ck ty

sla st ss
nd er Sh The

Bu Co li
I nia Li

CLUES: I=T M=I, QUOTE BY STEVE JOBS



TRAIN YOUR BRAIN

WIN AN IPAD MINI AND DVD COMBO!
Win the powerful movie 13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi

on Digital HD, plus an iPad Mini to watch it on! The incredible 
true story of six elite ex-military operators who fought to pro-

tect the CIA against overwhelming odds is sure to inspire.
FOR THESE AND OTHER FAB PRIZES, 

GO TO CLOSERWINIT.COM. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
Open to current legal residents — ages 13 and older — of the

United States and the District of Columbia. Void elsewhere and 
where prohibited or restricted. For full rules and free entry,

go to closerwinit.com.

WIN IT!
CLOSERWINIT.COM

ACROSS 
1 Carried a tune
3 Place for pigs
5 Ink-filled writers
10 Down in the mouth
11 Single thing
13 Commercial spots
14 Behind in payments
16 Permit
17 Dietary no-no
18 Grass covering
19 All tied up
21 Nacho dip
24 Poems
25 That man’s
26 Lofty storage place
28 Guppy flipper
29 Battle reminder
30 Stitch up
32 Took a chair
33 Thumbs-up
34 ’70s “Roundabout” 

rock band
36 The Ghost Writer 

star McGregor
38 Storage container
40 Autumn bloomer
41 Watering hole
42 Issue a challenge
44 Squirreled away
45 Bouquet holder
47 Toward the stern
49 Chanced upon
50 Average guy
51 Flow out
53 Goes with carte 

or mode
54 Building addition
55 Cooking utensil
56 Tilt to the side
57 The wild blue 

yonder
58 Smaller amount

DOWN 
1 Marine man-eater
2 Built a bird’s bed
4 Sharp-tasting
5 Golf score

6 Helms, Harris and 
O’Neill

7 Shoe bottom
8 Obtain
9 Coffee shops
10 Lengthy stories
12 Recent
15 Sprinted
18 Facts and figures

20 Annoy, irritate
21 Break a 

commandment
22 Lunch bag
23 Play parts
24 Cheer for a 

matador
25 Broadway smash
27 Take a shot at it
28 Summer cooler
29 Offspring

30 Glance over
31 Soggy
32 Poet Teasdale
33 Broadcast
35 Actress Arden
37 Where the sun sets
38 Naughty
39 Used to be
41 Started
42 Antiquated
43 Secondhand deal

45 Pet doctor, for 
short

46 Trouble With the 
Curve star Amy

47 Internet site
48 Toppled
49 Wahlberg or 

Ruffalo
50 Airliner
51 Government grp.
52 Homo sapiens

BONUS CROSSWORD
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Relax!

TAINMENTCLOSER 
STAFF 
PICKS

Lucy, Ricky
and the Duke!
CBS has scored big ratings with
colorized versions of old I Love Lucy
episodes, and they’re back with a
two-parter: “Lucy Visits Grauman’s”
and “Lucy and John Wayne,” which
were first shown separately but now
have been combined seamlessly.
Lucy, Ricky, Ethel and Fred visit LA,
where our favorite dizzy redhead
accidentally ruins John Wayne’s
footprints in front of Grauman’s
Chinese Theatre. She’s gonna have
some ’splainin’ to do!

TUNE IN! The I Love Lucy Superstar 
Special airs May 22 at 8 p.m. ET on CBC
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Breaking Down LBJ

Will the real 
LBJ please 
stand up?

“Lucy and John Wayne” 
originally aired on 

Oct. 10, 1955.

HOW YOU KNOW
HIM: As a teenage 
vampire in 1987’s The 
Lost Boys. “For the 
first 10 years after, it 
annoyed me,” Jason, 
49, admits. “But I’m 
glad it’s a touchstone 
for people now ”

Jason
Patric

WHAT HE’S DOING
NOW: Awakening
from suspended 
animation as a doctor 
in Wayward Pines’ 
season two. “I didn’t 
see season one,” Jason 
says. “I wanted my 
reactions to be pure.”

IN THE 
SPOTLIGHT

You might think it’s a stretch
for Bryan Cranston to go
from playing meth kingpin
Walter White on Breaking
Bad to President Lyndon
Baines Johnson in HBO’s
biopic All the Way. But he

doesn’t. “[They have]
a lot in common,” says
Bryan. “Very ambitious,
very exceptional. [They] can 
be selfish, self-righteous,
[but they’re] very talented.” 
The film reunites Bryan with 

Jay Roach, who directed 
his Oscar-nominated 
performance in last
year’s Trumbo. Don’t be 
surprised if this tour de 
force leads to Bryan’s 
fi fth Emmy.

Bryan won a 2014 Tony for the 
Broadway production of All the Way.

TUNE IN! All the Way airs May 21 at 8 p.m. ET on HBO

On Wayward Pines

TUNE IN! 
Wayward 

Pines returns 
May 25 at
9 p.m. ET 

on Fox
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MOVIES

With three Oscar nominations and fi ve 
Golden Globe nods under his belt for 
dramatic roles in films like A Beautiful Mind 
and Gladiator, Russell Crowe is undoubtedly 
a heavyweight actor. But for his comedic turn 
as a ’70s LA crime-buster in The Nice Guys, 
the 52-year-old Aussie really beefed up — 
to 268 pounds. “I wanted to be the physical 
juxtaposition of Ryan Gosling,” Russell 
explains of his svelte 35-year-old co-star, 

who’s also better known for serious movies 
(The Notebook, Drive) than for silly ones 
(Crazy, Stupid, Love). Still, Russell insists, “The 
kid is a comic genius. He’s great company, 
he’s really smart, loves what he does, he asks 
all the right questions and working with him 
was such a treat.” As for other treats, Russell 
has cut back on them since he fi nished fi lming 
The Nice Guys: He’s down to 216 pounds. 
Sighs Russell, “I’m clawing my way back.” [R]

MA MA
Penélope Cruz strips away all her glamour 
as an unemployed teacher who battles 
breast cancer and becomes involved with a 
soccer scout whose wife is in a coma in this 
Spanish-language drama. [R]

MAGGIE’S PLAN
Rebecca Miller (Arthur’s daughter) wrote 
and directed this romantic comedy about a 
young woman (Greta Gerwig) who falls for 
a married professor (Ethan Hawke). With 
Julianne Moore as his wife. [R]

THE NICE GUYS

DVDs

ZOOLANDER 2
Ben Stiller and Owen 
Wilson reprise their roles 
as male models in this 
sequel to the 2001 cult 
favorite. Kristen Wiig 
joins the cast. [PG-13] 

LOU GRANT: THE
COMPLETE FIRST 
SEASON
Ed Asner’s Mary Tyler 
Moore Show character 
spun off  into his own 
newspaper drama in 1977.

RISEN
Pontius Pilate (Peter 
Firth) orders a Roman 
soldier (Joseph Fiennes) 
to fi nd the crucifi ed body 
of Jesus Christ in this 
Biblical thriller. [PG-13]

OUT TUE. 5/24

OUT TUE. 5/24

OUT FRI. 5/20

OUT FRI. 5/20  OUT FRI. 5/20 OUT TUE. 5/24

Ryan plays a P.I. who hires 
Russell as his muscle to probe 
a porn star’s apparent suicide.

CLOSER 
STAFF 
PICKS
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I Still Do

Slowhand or
slowpoke? For
his 23rd solo
album, guitar
icon Eric
got a “long
and overdue
opportunity” t
work again wit
Glyn Johns, wh
produced Eric’
fifth solo effor
1977’s Slowhan

Look
for the
latest
issue

ON SALE
NOW!

Subscribe  

& save  

33%*

Animal news Fun facts Animal posters,
including Megas Heartwarming hero pet

stories Animal-themed craft projects
 Reader drawings and pet photos Puzzles 

Games Hidden pictures and more!

If your child likes  
animals, he or she will  
love Animal Tales!

Canadian orders $25.97 for 6 issues, prepaid in U.S. funds.
Foreign orders $31.97 for 6 issues, prepaid in U.S. funds.

K6C22G

I want 6 issues of Animal Tales for only $19.97

*Savings based on U.S. newsstand price.

Fill out coupon and send to:
Animal Tales, P.O. Box 433271, Palm Coast, FL 32143-3271

Subscribe or give a gift online: 
www.animaltalesmag.com

Send now! We can’t wait!

please bill mepayment enclosed

child’s name

address

city state zip

SEND TO: (Please Print)

adult’s name

address

city state zip

BILL TO: (Please Print)

OUT TUE. 5/24

OUT TUE. 5/24

HUMBLE & KIND
Tim McGraw

Expanding on themes 
of his titular hit, the 
country star off ers this 
companion keepsake 
featuring the song’s 
lyrics, illustrations and an 
introduction by one father 
who wanted his eldest 
daughter, Gracie, to 
know — as she’s heading 
off  for college — “don’t 
take for granted the love 
this life gives you.”

INTO THE DARK
Mark A. Vieira

From Citizen Kane and
The Maltese Falcon to
The Asphalt Jungle and
Sunset Boulevard, this
pictorial history traces
the hidden world of film
noir from 1941 to 1950
through the words of
the filmmakers, actors
and critics who didn’t
realize the shades of gray 
embodied by femme
fatales and hard-boiled
men could create a
cinematic movement.

CLOSER 
STAFF 
PICKS

FUN FACT: Eric has o
No. 1 hit, “I Shot the S
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The Preakness 4:30 P.M.,
Stakes NBC
Kentucky Derby champ
Nyquist saddles up for
the second leg of horse
racing’s Triple Crown. Live
from Pimlico Race Course
in Baltimore.

Artful Detective 7 P.M., OVA
As the ninth season wraps,
Murdoch (Yannick Bisson)
races to rescue a gravely
wounded Ogden (Hélène
Joy) from an old adversary.

DateWith Love 9 P.M., HALL
A teen star (Bailee Madison)
gets schooled in love when
she agrees to take a shy fan
(Quinn Lord) to prom, but
falls for his English teacher
(Andrew Walker) instead.

Outlander 9 P.M., STARZ
King Louis (Lionel Lingelser)
employs Claire (Caitriona
Balfe) to conjure up a final
verdict for two men accused
of dabbling in the dark arts.

Saturday 11:30 P.M.,
Night Live NBC
Portlandia star and SNL 
alum Fred Armisen returns 
as host for the 41st season 
fi nale. Indie artist Courtney 
Barnett performs.

Hotel Hell 8 P.M., FOX
As the third season checks
in, chef Gordon Ramsay
helps the befuddled owner
of Idaho’s Angler’s Lodge
turn his failing hotel into
a true five-star hot spot.

Dance Moms 9 P.M., LIFE
Before leaving, Maddie
and Mackenzie chat with
instructor Abby about all
the twists and turns they’ve
experienced during their
six seasons on the show.

If Loving You 9 P.M.,
Is Wrong OWN
As the season winds down,
Lushion (Charles Malik
Whitfield) comes clean to
the neighborhood about the
secret he’s been keeping.

The Voice 9 P.M., NBC
Christina Aguilera, Adam
Levine and the other
coaches get their artists
tuned up for the 10th
season’s two-hour finale.

The Night 10 P.M.,
Manager AMC
As the miniseries concludes, 
Jonathan (Tom Hiddleston) 
is armed for revenge against 
Richard (Hugh Laurie) 
during their big Egypt deal. 

2016 Billboard 8 P.M.,
Music Awards ABC
The Go-Go’s celebrate the
35th anniversary of their
album Beauty and the Beat,
while Celine Dion picks up
the ICON Award at the
24th annual ceremonies.

Undercover Boss 9 P.M., CBS
In the show’s 100th episode,
hot dog chain CEO Cynthia
Culpepper cases her various
Wienerschnitzel locations to
help beef up productivity.

Wallander 9 P.M., PBS
For the series finale, Kurt
(Kenneth Branagh) hopes
clues about Linda’s father-
in-law will surface while in-
vestigating a secret incident
involving a submarine.

Mr. Selfridge 10:30 P.M., PBS
Will it still be Harry 
(Jeremy Piven) handling 
the store’s 20th anniversary
celebration as the series 
ties things up? 

Kids BBQ 8 P.M.,
Championships FOOD
Co-hosts Camila Alves 
and Eddie Jackson are out 
to light a fi re under eight 
young grill masters in this 
new cook-off  series. 

The Price Is Right 8 P.M., CBS
Come on down…and join 
host Drew Carey as he pits 
TV fans against reality stars 
from Survivor, Big Brother 
and The Amazing Race for 
this three-night event.

The Bachelorette9 P.M., ABC
Texas real estate developer 
JoJo Fletcher gets a second 
shot at building a lasting 
connection in the fi rst rose 
ceremony of the season.

Whose Line Is 9 P.M.,
It Anyway? CW
Guest star Alfonso Ribeiro 
lines up with pals Wayne 
Brady, Ryan Stiles and Colin 
Mochrie as the improv series 
returns. Aisha Tyler hosts.

POV 10 P.M., PBS
“The Return” follows 
ex-cons trying to reintegrate 
after reforms to California’s 
“Three Strikes” law brought 
about their release.

SATURDAY 5/21 SUNDAY 5/22 MONDAY 5/23 TUESDAY 5/24
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500 Questions 8 P.M., ABC
Nightline anchor Dan Harris
answers the call as host
when the country’s best
minds match wits for the
show’s second season.

Bones 8 P.M., FOX
After uncovering shocking
information, Booth (David
Boreanaz) spies a lead in
the case of a Secret Service
agent’s declassified death.

Red Nose Day 9 P.M., NBC
With stars such as Ellen
DeGeneres, Julianne Moore
and Liam Neeson joining
the fun, the second annual
children’s charity event is
nothing to sneeze at.

Showing Roots 10 P.M., LIFE
Inspired by TV’s Roots,
two beauty parlor workers
(Maggie Grace and Uzo
Aduba) attempt to integrate
their racially segregated
town, circa 1977. Also
starring Elizabeth McGovern
and Cicely Tyson.

The Do-Over 3 A.M., NETFLIX
Two put-upon pals (Adam
Sandler and David Spade)
fake their own deaths, only
to assume the identities of
two guys with even worse
fates in this new pic.

Diners, Drive-ins 7 P.M.,
and Dives FOOD
Guy Fieri is just rollin’ in the
dough as he dishes on his
favorite pizzas in America
— from elk-sausage pies in
Idaho to Mediterranean-
spiced slices in Arizona.

Caught on Camera 8 P.M.,
With Nick Cannon NBC
For the season’s final cut,
Nick reels off home videos
of uncanny close calls, rising
YouTube stars and more.

American Masters 9 P.M., PBS
Chart the success of
country cohorts Waylon
Jennings, Kris Kristofferson,
Willie Nelson and Johnny
Cash in “The Highwaymen:
Friends Till the End.”

Atlanta Plastic 9 P.M., LIFE
Doctors Baron, Crawford 
and Jones scrub up to help 
the season’s last patients 
reshape their lives.

Rosewood 8 P.M., FOX
As the season wraps, 
Rosewood (Morris Chestnut) 
launches a private inquiry, 
leading to mixed feelings 
for Villa (Jaina Lee Ortiz).

Law & Order: 9 P.M.,
SVU NBC
The case of Corrections 
Offi  cer Munson (guest Brad 
Garrett) leads to a no-holds-
barred threat for Benson 
(Mariska Hargitay) and the 
squad in the season fi nale.

Nashville 10 P.M., ABC
For the season’s swan song, 
Rayna (Connie Britton) tries 
to shed light on the shady 
fi gure making contact with 
Maddie (Lennon Stella).

The Americans 10 P.M., FX
The completion of a costly 
personal mission leaves 
Elizabeth (Keri Russell) 
doubting its true success.

Criminal Minds: 10 P.M.,
Beyond Borders CBS
Jack (Gary Sinise) and his 
wife, Karen (ER’s Sherry 
Stringfi eld), prepare their 
daughter for college, while 
the IRT books it to Haiti to 
help a U.S. tourist.

WEDNESDAY 5/25 THURSDAY 5/26 FRIDAY 5/27

THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN 
WED. 5/25, 9 P.M. Scientist David 
Tate (Mike Farrell) accidentally
injects himself with an
experimental serum, resulting
in violent animalistic behavior
and superhuman strength.
Col. Steve Austin (Lee Majors)
is first on the scene to help
contain the scientist before it’s
too late and he hurts someone.

MEMORIAL DAY BAYWATCH
MARATHON MON. 5/30, 8 A.M.
Watch your favorite Baywatch
actors, David Hasselhoff, Pamela
Anderson, David Charvet,
Yasmine Bleeth and many more 
during this 12-hour fan favorite
Memorial Day marathon.

THE BIONIC WOMAN WED.
5/25, 8 P.M. Jaime (Lindsay
Wagner) goes on a rescue
mission to Costa Bravo
disguised as an army nurse.
She is accompanied by cranky
helicopter pilot Jack Starkey
(Andy Griffith). Their mission:
to find a missing American
ambassador and his wife.

For local listings check 
cozitv.com

THIS WEEK ON
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Wet and Wild
Adventurous 
Marilu confides 
that she is always 
“open to new 
experiences,” such 
as whitewater 
rafting on the 
Yellowstone River. 

SO MUCH 
TO DO 
HERE!

GREAT ESCAPE

M
arilu Henner is looking forward to 
summer! “My family has really gotten 
into taking road trips,” says the former 

Taxi star, whose frequent traveling companions 
are hubby Michael Brown and their sons, Nicho-
las, 21, and Joseph, 22. “There’s nothing like tak-
ing a family road trip to get to know one another 
really well.” It’s a great way to get more familiar 
with America’s natural treasures, too. Although 
Marilu, 64, admits she “was never a national 
parks person in the past,” it was love at first sight 

when she visited Yellowstone. “That was that 
and I fell in love with it.” Straddling Idaho, Mon-
tana and Wyoming, and situated directly atop 
a volcanic hot spot, Yellowstone National Park, 
established in 1872, boasts famous geysers, wa-
terfalls, forests and mountains. Grizzly bears, 
elk and bison call the 3,500-square-mile park 
home — but it’s also a perfect getaway for two-
legged creatures who enjoy hiking, horseback 
riding and even zip-lining. It’s little wonder that 
Marilu is hooked!       — Aaron Rasmussen

All-American 
Adventure
A family visit to 
a national park 
felt like a rite of 

passage to Marilu 
and her husband.

Yearning  for YEL

Rustic Retreat
Tucked away on 5,200 acres in southwest 
Montana, the Grey Cliffs Ranch provides space 
for families to relax after a day of exploration.



Buck the Trend
 There are plenty of fun 

Old West activities to try in 
the greater Yellowstone region, 

like attending a local rodeo. 

Old Faithful
No visit to

Yellowstone
is complete

without a photo
of the park’s

most famous
geyser. “You get
some of the best

pictures from
these types of

vacations,” says
Marilu.

“We try to hit a 
couple national 

parks every 
summer.”

— Marilu Henner

BRING 
YELLOWSTONE 
HOME

LOWSTONE
THIS AMERICAN TREASURE BOASTS SPECTACULAR 
SCENERY, GUSHING GEYSERS AND ABUNDANT WILDLIFE 

THE SIP
Allow nature
to take its
course with t
Tequila Daisy
cocktail.

THE SCENT
Bring the 
forest indoors 
with this 
woody-
scented 6 oz. 

Yellowstone National Park 
travel candle. $26.50, 
pendleton-usa.com

INGREDIEN
½ oz. fresh

lemon ju
½ tsp. supe

fine suga
2 oz. Partida reposado

tequila
½ oz. Grand Marnier
club soda
Stir the lemon juice and
sugar together in a shaker. 
Add the Grand Marnier, te-
quila and ice. Shake, strain 
into a cocktail glass and
top with club soda. Cheers! 

THE FUN
Go wild a
dinner 
table 
with a 
Rivers Ed
Products
moose sa
pepper s
set. $12.48, walmart.com 
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GOOD FOOD

T
he list of over-40 stars who 
avoid gluten, dairy and 
sugar seems to grow longer 
every day — Cheryl Ladd, 
Lisa Rinna and Gywneth 
Paltrow are just a few of the 

beauties who have nixed the stuff. Why that’s 
smart: The inflammatory nature of these 
foods has been shown to speed aging and 

pack on the pounds. Thankfully, chef Heather
Christo is making it easier than ever to make 
healthy changes without sacrificing flavor.
“Fresh herbs and spices and the use of bold
ethnic ingredients … add excitement to
dishes when you are omitting other 
elements,” shares Christo. Sample the
goodness with these dishes from her 
new book, Pure Delicious, tonight!

Hollywood A-listers are aging in reverse by cutting out common
allergens like gluten and dairy. Here, delicious ways to get the perks

&  NEW 

NOTABLE 

FAST, FRESH AND 
ENERGIZING MEALS

2 lbs. boneless,
skinless salmon

1 cup scallions,
thinly sliced

1 ⁄2 cup minced
fresh cilantro

1 ⁄4 cup minced
parsley

1 jalapeño, seeded
and minced

2 tbsp. sesame oil
1 tsp. kosher salt

1 ⁄4 cup, plus 2 tbsp.
dehydrated
potato flakes

6 gluten-free
hamburger buns

1 large avocado,
thinly sliced

6 leaves lettuce
1⁄2 medium onion,

thinly sliced

1. Finely dice salmon.
Transfer to large
bowl; mix in next

ASIAN SALMON BURGERS
Serves 6

PER SERVING: 457 cal,
35g protein, 31g carbs,
5g fiber, 5g sugar, 22g fat

6 ingredients and
1⁄4 cup potato flakes.
Chill at least 1 hr. Mix
in remaining potato
flakes. Form 6 patties.
2. Heat grill to
medium; grill 4 min.
per side or until done.
3. Halve buns; top bot-
toms with avocado.
Add patties, pickled
cucumbers,* lettuce,
onion and bun tops.

*Pickled cucumbers:
In pan, simmer 1 cup
rice vinegar, 1 ⁄4 cup beet
sugar, 2 tsp. salt and 1⁄4
tsp. red pepper flakes;
whisk. Transfer to bowl;
let cool. Add 1 thinly
sliced cucumber. Chill
before serving.

Dehydrated 
potato flakes are a 

great gluten-free 
replacement for 

bread crumbs.
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Reprinted from Pure Delicious by arrangement with Pam Krauss Books and Avery Books, members of Penguin 
Group (USA) LLC, A Penguin Random House Company. Copyright © 2016, Heather Christo LLC
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Relax!

21⁄2 lbs. chicken
wings, with tips

1 cup gluten-free
flour

1 tbsp. kosher salt
Vegetable oil

(for frying)
1 cup apricot

preserves
1 ⁄4 cup sambal

oelek (Asian
red chili garlic
sauce)

1 ⁄4 cup Dijon
mustard

3 tbsp. red wine
vinegar

2 tbsp. sesame
seeds (for
garnish)

1. Rinse chicken
wings; pat dry. Toss
flour and salt on a
plate. In large pot,
heat several inches of

4 cups kale
leaves, stems
removed
and coarsely
chopped

2 garlic cloves,
coarsely
chopped

2 tbsp. fresh
lemon juice

1 ⁄4 tsp. crushed red
pepper flakes

1 ⁄4 cup olive oil
1 lb. gluten-free

spaghetti
1 cup sliced mixed

veggies, like
bell peppers,
asparagus, and
tomatoes

Extra virgin olive
oil (for drizzling)

1. In food processor,
combine kale, garlic,
lemon juice, crushed

APRICOT CHICKEN WINGS
Serves 6

KALE PESTO PASTA
Serves 4

Hearty kale and 
tangy lemon juice 
make a rich pesto 
sans nuts or cheese. 

PER SERVING: 591 cal, 
47g protein, 53g carbs, 
1g fiber, 23g sugar, 21g fat 

PER SERVING: 503 cal, 
17g protein, 76g carbs, 
4g fiber, 4g sugar, 16g fat 

vegetable oil to 375°F.
2. While oil is heating, 
toss wings in flour and 
salt mixture. 
3. When oil is hot, add 
wings, one-third at a 
time. Fry about 12 min. 
or until crisp and deep 
golden brown, stirring 
occasionally. Drain on 
a paper towel–lined 
baking sheet. 
4. In saucepan, whisk 
together next 4 ingre-
dients. Cook over low 
until jam has melted, 
about 5 min. Season 
with salt, then transfer 
to a bowl and toss 
with chicken wings. 
Sprinkle wings with 
sesame seeds. Serve 
immediately.

red pepper flakes and 
olive oil; pulse until 
smooth. Season with 
salt. Set aside. 
2. Bring a large pot of 
salted water to a boil. 
Cook the pasta until 
al dente, according to 
package directions; 
drain and transfer to 
a serving bowl. 
3. Sauté the veggies 
in olive oil until cooked 
through but still crisp, 
about 5 min.
4. Toss the pasta 
with the pesto and 
sautéed veggies until 
well coated; add more 
salt to taste. Drizzle 
with extra virgin 
olive oil and serve 
immediately. 

Sweet and spicy 

perfection!
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LIVE BETTER

The season of shorts, sundresses and
swimsuits is here — and thanks to these
bloat-busting, metabolism-boosting
superfoods, you can step out with
confidence. Bonus: They rev energy, too!

MELT BELLYFLAB 
5 Delicious Foods that

1WHITE TEA SETS THE BRAIN TO SLIMDOWN MODE
When you feel bloated and heavy, sipping 16 oz. of unsweet-
ened white tea could be the secret to a slimmer you, say scien-

tists at the Eastern Virginia Medical School in Norfolk. Plant compounds 
in the sip trigger the burning of fat for fuel, plus signal the hypothalamus 
(the brain region responsible for maintaining fluid balance) to dial down 
the production of a hormone that encourages water retention. 

2BURGERS REV AN OVER-50 METABOLISM
By age 50, the body’s ability to burn cal-
ories dips by about 20 percent. To blame: 

age-related loss of calorie-hungry lean muscle. But 
in a recent study, women who ate 4 oz. (the size of 
a smartphone) of beef, chicken or other protein at 
every meal saw a 50 percent increase in muscle-
building potential  — a benefit that can rev calorie 
burning enough to melt off up to 12 pounds a week. 

4GREEN BEANS DIAL DOWN BLOAT
To eliminate up to 3 pounds of water weight 
this week, add 1 cup of green beans to your 

daily menu. According to scientists at the University 
of Connecticut in Storrs, phytonutrients in green 
beans improve the body’s ability to flush toxins and 
trapped fluids. Another perk: The veggies enhance 
the liver’s ability to convert fat into fuel, revving 
energy by 25 percent for 2 hours.
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FAST!

5BERRIES OPTIMIZE DIGESTION
These tasty treasures are packed with flavo-
noids that fire up the production of digestive 

enzymes to prevent stomach-bloating gas for up to 
3 hours, according to researchers at the University 
of Bridgeport in Connecticut. What’s more, plant 
compounds in berries have been shown to mop up 
energy-sapping, fat-promoting inflammatory com-
pounds in the body.

3SWEET POTATO FRIES FIRE UP FAT BURN
Eating 1 ⁄2 cup of sweet potatoes (sweet potato 
fries count, too!) each day can help you shed 

9 pounds in 6 months without diet or exercise. The 
spuds are packed with beta-carotene , a nutrient 
that German researchers say switches on the energy 
engines within cells to speed the burning of body 
fat for fuel. Bonus: A serving will bolster energy and 
alertness by 55 percent for 3 hours.
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My Skinny 
  Secret

SAVVY SWAP

STRUGGLE-FREE
SLIMMING
New research shows that you have
to eat fat to lose inches — but which fats are
actually healthy? In the new book, Good Fat,
Bad Fat (Primal Nutrition, 2016; Paperback
$22), Romy Dollé and Torsten Albers, M.D.,
outline how fat works in the body and the
top picks for easy weight loss.

GOOD BOOK

“I start every day with a huge glass of 
green juice with kale, spinach, ginger, 

lemon and celery. I found that it helps me 
with energy at work and with my skin.”

—Debra Messing, 47

YOU SAVE

126
CALORIES

Instead Of:
1 cup corn chips for 

156 CAL.

Choose:
1 cup popcorn for

30 CAL.

&  NEW 
NOTABLE 
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FOREVER YOUNG

Doctors say taking the right form 
of these vitamins can help you feel 
your best after 50

Y
ou’d think the secret to look-
ing as vibrant as Susan Lucci 
does at age 69 would involve 
a super-strict diet and exer-
cise program. So we were 
surprised to hear that the

actress actually swears by an amazingly
simple wellness strategy: taking vita-
mins that have been shown to deliver
youthful energy, sunny moods and
a stronger body. Experts agree it’s
a wise move. “Vitamins and min-
erals are essential for our bod-
ies to function optimally,” says
Dennis Goodman, M.D., director
of integrative medicine at the NYU
Langone Medical Center in New
York City. But, he notes, “It’s impor-
tant to make sure you’re taking the right
form of high-quality nutrients — in con-
junction with living a healthy lifestyle — or
you could miss out on key health benefits.”
Vitamin D, for example, is sold in D2and D3

forms, even though the world’s top experts
agree D3 is what the body needs for fast fat
loss and a reduced risk of cancer. Here, the
latest vitamin findings that address the con-
cerns of women over 50.

EASY KEY 
TO 100% 
HEALTHY 

“I have 
been taking 

vitamin E and 
a multivitamin for a 

long time, [and] I take 
a B supplement 

for stress.”
Susan Lucci, 69
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Loading up on citrus, a
top source of antioxidant

vitamin C, helps repair
sun damage and nix age

spots. For a topical assist,
try eb5 Vitamin C Serum

Concentrate ($20, eb5.com)

TO ERASE AGE SPOTS
Vitamin A boosts skin-cell
growth to reduce lines. Get 
it in foods like spinach, or 

apply a cream, like derma e 
Anti-Wrinkle Vitamin A 
Retinyl Palmitate Crême 

($12, walgreens.com).

TO FIGHT WRINKLES 

NIX BRAIN FOG 
Susan Lucci is right to load up on vita-
min E: The nutrient has been shown to 
increase brain function and cut demen-
tia risk in half. Plus, it eases hot flashes, 
says integrative cardiologist Patrick 
Fratellone, M.D. But unless you’re tak-
ing mixed tocopherols (alpha and gamma) 
you won’t see benefits — and you could 
see downsides. “It’s the combina-
tion of alpha and gamma tocopherols 
that acts as an antioxidant and anti-
inflammatory  — they complement each 
other for maximum benefits,” explains 
Dr. Fratellone. He adds that much of the 
vitamin E on the market is synthetic, 
and studies have shown high doses of 
synthetic E to be toxic. A natural brand 
Dr. Fratellone likes: Pure Encapsulations 
Vitamin E with mixed tocopherols ($26, 
pureencapsulations.com). Note: Ask your 
doctor about the best dose, especially if 
you’re taking blood thinners.

END FATIGUE & SLOW AGING 
For years, doctors have recommended 
vitamin B3 as a way to boost energy, but 
groundbreaking research reveals that a 
little-known form of B3, called nicotin-
amide riboside (NR), is the real superstar. 
Why? Once in the body, NR converts into 
a compound that revs metabolism and 

activates key anti-aging proteins, says 
Christine Horner, M.D., author of Radiant 
Health, Ageless Beauty. This compound 
also increases the production of sero-
tonin and dopamine, hormones that 
ward off stress and depression. And stud-
ies have found that it may help prevent 
Alzheimer’s disease. A supplement to try: 
Life Extension NAD+ Cell Regenerator 
Nicotinamide Riboside 100 mg ($26, 
lifeextension.com).

STRENGTHEN BONES & HEART 
Vitamin K is part of many women’s sup-
plement routine since it’s been proven 
to strengthen bones and ease hot flashes 
and mood swings. But if you’re tak-
ing vitamin K1, you’re missing out. 
Dr. Goodman says vitamin K2 (also 
called MK-7 or menaquinone-7) is the 
real hero. “Vitamin K2 

activates sub-
stances that keep calcium in bone, where 
it should be,” he says, adding that K1 
doesn’t deliver this benefit. And for the 
61 percent of women over 60 who take a 
daily calcium pill, taking K2 is critical, 
he stresses. Otherwise, the calcium can 
build up in blood vessels to raise heart 
attack and stroke risk. Dr. Goodman 
suggests getting 45 mcg of K2 daily, 
like Doctor’s Best Natural Vitamin K2 
MenaQ7 ($20, allstarhealth.com).

Look 12 Years Younger

Noshing on biotin-rich
peanuts can help thicken
hair. Biotin nourishes fol-
licles to increase growth.

Also smart: using a product
like Suave Biotin Infusion
Shampoo ($3, target.com).

TO REVERSE HAIR LOSS
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HEALTHY
LIVING
News

You Can Use

ANOTHER PLUS FOR 
EASY EXERCISE
In a 12-year study of 334,161 
people, scientists reporting 
in The American Journal of 
Clinical Nutrition found that 
getting 20 minutes of gentle 
exercise (like gardening or 
walking) daily reduces the 
risk of early death by up to 
30 percent. Says study author 
Ulf Ekelund, Ph.D., “Even if 
you don’t lose weight, stay-
ing active offers substantial 
health benefits.” 

TETANUS SHOT UPDATE
Standard medical advice calls 
for getting a tetanus booster 
every 10 years. But accord-
ing to a study in the journal 
Clinical Infectious Diseases, 
antibodies against tetanus (a 
bacteria that affects the ner-
vous system) last for 30 years. 
The study authors say getting 
boosters at ages 30 and 60 
would save more than $280 
million a year in health-care 
costs. They suggest talking 
to your doctor about whether 
you need a tetanus booster.

SPICE CUTS MIGRAINES 50%
Migraine sufferers who took 
pain medication plus 3 daily 
doses of coriander extract 
over a 4-week period cut 
migraine frequency by 50 
percent. Scientists reporting in 
the journal Horizon of Medical 
Sciences say the credit goes to 
compounds in the spice that 
increase the pain threshold 
and reduce inflammation and 
blood-vessel spasms. To get 
the benefits, experts suggest 
chewing 1 tsp. of coriander 
seeds three times daily.
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Relax!

For nearly 100 years, poppies
have been a symbol of the
sacrifices made by veterans
to protect our freedom.
This Memorial Day, we’re
honoring our heroes
with a poppy bouquet

HAPPY HOME
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FLORAL SALUTE
Honor Them With a

WHAT’S NEW
For a display that sends a heartfelt 
message in a simply beautiful way, 
floral designers are showcasing 
red poppies in fresh-from-the-
meadow style. “Arranging vibrant 
red poppies in a grass ‘vase’ creates 
a found-in-nature look,” says flo-
rist Georgianne Vinicombe. “Plus, 
hand-tied designs allow the single 
flower to show off its full beauty.”

GET THE LOOK 
Add a handful of rocks to a 6"-tall 
vase. (This will add weight and help 
evenly space the stems.) Fill the vase 
halfway with water. Cut 24 poppies 
to 10 inches and arrange in the vase. 
Snip a few handfuls of tall grass (like 
millet), then wrap a rubber band 
around the vase and tuck the grass 
under it until the vase is covered. Tie 
baker’s twine over the band to finish.

FLORIST’S SECRET
Poppies have a milky sap that seals 
the stems and prevents blooms 
from drawing up water, which 
causes them to wilt. To dodge clogs 
and extend the life of your bouquet, 
try this: After snipping flowers, dip 
the ends of stems into boiling water 
for 20 seconds before arranging. 
The hot water “dunk” clears out sap 
so stems will drink easily. 
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JOANIE LOVES
READERS ASK CLOSER

CLOSER TO YOU

Yep, the heart of Geena Davis
isn’t the only thing he stole.

“I had auditioned and auditioned,”
revealed George. “It got right down
to Brad and me, and he got it. And I
just couldn’t watch that movie for a
couple of years.”

Mystery solved! They actually did.
After William Powell and Myrna

Loy starred in six films from 1934 to
1947, Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk
took up the roles of sleuths Nick and
Nora Charles for an NBC series, which
ran from 1957 to 1959.

Q Is it true Brad Pitt beat out 
George Clooney for his part 

in Thelma & Louise?

QWhy didn’t they ever turn 
The Thin Man into a series? 

From March 
23, 1982, to 
May 24, 1983, 
these Happy 
Days kids 
tried rockin’ 
and rollin’ all 
week long in a 
Chicago band.

Erin Moran
Subsequent to a decade 
as Joanie Cunningham, 
Erin’s days haven’t been 

so happy. She’s appeared 
on a few shows like The 

Love Boat as well as doing 
Celebrity Fit Club: Boot 

Camp and some theater. 
But Erin, 55, reportedly 

fell into debt and lost her 
home in 2010. 

Scott Baio
Following his time as 

Chachi Arcola, Scott, 55, 
wah-wah-wah-welcomed 

the chance to do more 
TV — starring on Charles 

in Charge, Baby Talk, 
Diagnosis: Murder and 
See Dad Run, as well as 
VH1’s Scott Baio Is 45…
and Single. He did get 

married in 2007.

Whatever happened to the cast of…
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Relax!

BEST DAY of my life/1961

 Ellen Burstyn 

“The d
my s

MOTHER’S 
LOVE 
Ellen Burstyn didn’t 
hesitate when asked 
about the most 
wonderful day of her life
“The day that my son, 
Jefferson Roberts, was p
in my arms,” she recent
shared with Closer at 
Variety’s Power of Wom
New York event. “I adop
him in California and I h
step outside of the hospi
I could receive him. The
nurse carried him out th
door and as I held him, I
that I was looking at the
that I was going to love f
rest of my life.” 

CHACHI
“Jefferson 
and I are 
very close,” 
Ellen, 83, 
tells Closer.

Ellen Travolta
After playing Chachi’s mom, Louisa,

Ellen, 75, couldn’t cut the apron strings
— she mothered Scott on Charles
in Charge! Then John Travolta’s big
sister appeared onGeneral Hospital
and moved to Idaho, where she does

theater work with her husband.

Al Molinaro 1919–2015
Yep, yep, yep. Lovable cook Al 

Delvecchio helped stepson Chachi 
with his music career, and the actor 

later played off his persona in Weezer’s 
“Buddy Holly” rock video. He later 

retired, explaining, “I’m so square that 
I won’t be in a movie that has a four-
letter word in it.” Al passed away last 

year at the age of 96.
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39
YEARS AGO

It Happened 
This Week

Answers: Alan Alda, Carol Burnett

WHO AM I?

CLOSER TO YOU

“My Kolton could be a youngish
Laurence Fishburne on Black-ish!”

— Jessica A., Brick, N.J.

My Kid Looks Like...

•  I did a tour of 
duty in Korea…
on TV and in 
real life.

•  In 1981, I was 
a man for 
all seasons 
— writing, 
directing and 
starring in a pic 
with the lady 
below. 

•  In 2004, I 
winged back 
to TV to play a 
senator and won
an Emmy.

A. Alan Alda B. Dustin Hoffman      
C. Donald Sutherland

•  Once upon a 
time, I got noticed 
for being on 
Broadway more 
than being on TV. 

•  You can say I’m 
known for being 
glad just to have 
a laugh or sing a 
song.

•  In ’97, people 
were mad about 
me and my TV 
daughter Helen 
Hunt. We both 
won Emmys!

A. Julie Andrews B. Carol Burnett      
C. Mary Tyler Moore

Just watch old Bandit run! On May 27,
1977, Burt Reynolds was loaded 
up and truckin’ trying to bootleg 
some beer past one determined 
sheriff, Buford T. Justice (Jackie 
Gleason). Now go in hot pursuit of 
the answers to these questions.

1  Burt’s Bandit wagered he 
could haul 400 cases of beer from 
Texarkana to Atlanta in 28 hours. 
But what kind of beer was it?
A Coors
B Stroh’s
C Yuengling

2 Along the way, Bandit picks
up Justice’s runaway would-be 
daughter-in-law (Sally Field). 
What CB handle does he give her?
A Fred
B Frog
C Junior

 3  Besides playing Bandit’s pal 
Snowman, Jerry Reed wrote the 
pic’s hit “East Bound and Down.” 
Which Elvis tune did he once pen?
A “Guitar Man”
B “In the Ghetto”
C “Kentucky Rain”

SMOKEY AND 
THE BANDIT 
RELEASED 

MARRIED: Jerry Lee Lewis
Goodness! Gracious! On 
May 22, 1958, the 22-year-old 
rocker shakes some nerves 
and rattle b i h
it’s revea
he has w
13-year-o
cousin 
Myra 
Gale
Brown.

UNITED: Hands Across America
On May 25, 1986, over 5 million 
people hold hands from coast to 
coast, joining together in raising 
$34 million for local charities to 
fight hunger and homelessness 
in the United States. 

30
YEARS AGO

58
YEARS AGO
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Relax!

If the lawns in a particular
Huntsville, Ala.,
neighborhood are
looking good this spring,
you can credit Rodney
Smith Jr. Last year, he
co-founded Raising Men
Lawn Care Service, a
group of 20 boys, ranging
in age from 7 to 17, who cut
the lawns of the elderly,

disabled or single mothers
in their community at no
charge! “They’re young,
but they say, ‘It’s cool to
give back,’” he says. “They
see the faces of the single
mothers or the senior
citizens when they finish
the job and they know
they’ve made a difference
as part of a team.”

Teaching Young Men to Care
�  EVERYDAY HERO

CLOSER TO THE HEART  
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Khloe Thompson asked her mom 
what she could do to help the 
homeless women she saw living in a 
park. That led the Southern California 
girl and her mom to create Khloe 
Kares. Using donated funds, Khloe has 
begun sewing durable fabric bags, 
which she fills with necessities like 
toothpaste and socks, and delivers 
these “Kare Bags” to women in need. 

Bags of Love
 TALES OF GENEROSITY

A Prom to Remember
She is only 11, yet Lydia
Wahlstrom got a fairy-
tale prom night from
the community of North
St. Paul, Minn. The
fifth-grader has Batten
disease, a rare and fatal
illness that has already
robbed her eyesight and
caused seizures. “She’s a
princess girl through and
through, and I wanted
her to feel like one,” says
her grandfather Paul
Magelssen, who asked
Fosston High School’s
permission to bring
Lydia as his date to their
April 23 prom. Not only
did he receive their OK,
but after Lydia’s story
became public, she was

KINDNESS MATTERS

gifted with a plethora
of goods and services
— like free hairstyling
and a donated limousine
ride — to make her night
all that much sweeter.
“We can say that we
have been blessed,” said
Lydia’s mother, Laura
Wahlstrom. “We can
see such good things in
our community.”

“We didn’t do 
anything to 
deserve all 

of this.”
— Paul Magelssen

Before making his directorial
debut with Smokey, Hal 
Needham made his name as a 
stuntman on which TV Western?
A Bonanza
B Have Gun — Will Travel
C Wanted: Dead or Alive

While Burt reprised The
Bandit in the 1980 sequel, who
pretends to be him for 1983’s
Smokey and the Bandit Part 3?
A Dom DeLuise
B Jackie Gleason
C Jerry Reed

Answers:1:A;2:B;3:A;4:B;5:C

4

5

OPENED: Golden Gate 
Bridge On May 27, 1937, the 
people of California beam 
over the 4,200-foot-long span 
over San Francisco Bay, which 
opens just over four years after
construction began.

S

4

79
YEARS AGO
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Medium

356198247
219347865

847652193
735816429
621974538
984523671
473285916
168439752
592761384

Hard

982531764
136847295

754629831
271968453
845312679
369754128
423175986
697483512
518296347

612759348
347816259

859432617
431975862
925368471
768241593
176583924
593124786
284697135

Expert

SPOTTHE
DIFFERENCE
1.Buttonaddedto

Donald'sshirt.
2.Minnie'sleftear

nowallblack.
3.Bowaddedto

Minnie'sblouse.
4.Minnie'sshoes

nowbigger.
5.Alfonso'swearing

extrawatch.
6.Mickey'seyebrow

disappeared.
7.ButtononMickey's

pantsvanished.
8.Mickey'seyeson

Ferriswheelhave
beenchanged.

9.RibbononGoofy's
hatnoworange.

10.PatchonGoofy’s
pantsnowyellow.

CRYPTOGRAM
“Beayardstickofquality.Peoplearen’tusedtoan
environmentwhereexcellenceisexpected.”
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THIS WEEK’S PUZZLE SOLUTIONS

WEEK OF MAY 23 – 29

Rocking out with
Fleetwood Mac

in 1975

HOROSCOPES
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Gemini
MAY 21 – JUNE 21
Break out of your comfort zone this week, Gem! 
Take charge as the cosmos bring massive boosts 
to both your confi dence and enthusiasm. 

Cancer
JUNE 22 – JULY 22 
Exciting diversions keep you on your toes and 
open you up to new possibilities. Just remember 
that the right path is not always the easiest one.

Leo
JULY 23 – AUG. 22
Channel your wonderful talents into refreshing 
new paths. Use your creative fl air to jazz up 
plans with other like-minded friends.

Virgo
AUG. 23 – SEPT. 22
The stars beckon the wanderlust within, Virgo. 
Luckily, you don’t have to travel far to fi nd it. A 
salsa class or language lesson satisfi es the soul.

Libra
SEPT. 23 – OCT. 22
You’re feeling fun, loving and generous right 
now — but be sure to make time for those pesky 
responsibilities before you kick back and relax. 

Scorpio
OCT. 23 – NOV. 21
An energy reversal has you feeling sidelined. 
Remember that quality trumps quantity, and 
take your sweet time getting back in the groove. 

Sagittarius
NOV. 22 – DEC. 21
Ain’t no mountain high enough for you! 
Push through obstacles with a steadfast 
determination and make dreams come true. 

Capricorn
DEC. 22 – JAN. 19
Feeling weak in the knees at the mention of 
someone special? The road to bliss lies ahead, 
so don’t be afraid to make the fi rst move!

Aquarius
JAN. 20 – FEB. 18
A change of perspective is near, Aqua. Channel 
your energy into making positive decisions and 
you’ll fi nd an appreciation for what you have.

Pisces
FEB. 19 – MARCH 20
Work hard, play hard! A family obligation 
requires your patience and creativity. Give 
it your all and gain more than you put in. 

Aries
MARCH 21 – APRIL 19
Chitchat is where it’s at! Turn a 
neighbor into a friend over shared 
interests. Teamwork is key now.

Taurus
APRIL 20 – MAY 20
Peace, love and understanding 
are in order. Spend time with those 
you keep close in your heart.

Stevie Nicks 

turns 68 May 26!



EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW

HEART to heart

The TV host, author
and entrepreneur 

reveals his secrets to
success — and love

ENTHUSIASM
CONSTANT“One of my 

favorite 
expressions 
is: ‘Don’t 
mistake my 
kindness for 
weakness,’” 
Robert tells 
Closer.

S
hark Tank host Robert Herjavec 
says fans call him the “nice” 
judge on his hit business 
competition show — and deep 
down, he reveals to Closer, he’s 
an even bigger softie. “With my 

ew book, You Don’t Have to Be a Shark, I 
want to show people you can be tough and 

till be a decent human being,” Robert, 
3, shares. “I don’t pick friends because of 
heir success. I pick them because of our 
elationship, or if they love me or not, and 
ve been incredibly lucky.” He’s also found 

ortune with his tech company, Herjavec 
roup — but it was a tough road to riches for 

the Croatian immigrant, who contemplated 
suicide after a 2014 split with his wife of 
24 years, Diane. “When I was volunteering in 
a homeless shelter, I heard a great saying: ‘It’s 
our suffering that bonds us as human beings, 
not our success,’” he shares. “Suffering 
made me grateful for everything I have.” 
These days, that includes a new fiancée: his 
2015 Dancing With the Stars partner, Kym 
Johnson, 39. “She makes me happy and 
excited,” he shares, “and gives me hope and 
belief in the future.”                     — Gregg Goldstein

Shark Tank 
airs Fridays at 
9 p.m. ET on 
ABC, and his 

book You Don’t 
Have to Be a 

Shark came out 
May 17.

AB
C 

(2
)

ROBERT HERJAVEC

for Life!

I Have
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HEART to heart
What’s the key to your great success?
The ability to absorb failure. You’ve just got 
to keep going, and you’ve got to have a great 
center and support system. A good friend 
said, “Your friends are the family that you 
get to choose.”

How has Shark Tank changed your life?
It’s really helped our business, and I have 
[co-host] Kevin O’Leary to thank. I quit the 
Canadian version of the show, and he said, 
“You’re an idiot!” 

What has the show taught you?
Unbridled, constant enthusiasm for life! You
cannot sit in that chair and not get excited. 
It’s the drama of being alive, these moments
when we get to create who we want to be. 

Are you close to your co-hosts?
I’m very good friends with Daymond [John] 
and Barbara [Corcoran]. Daymond just had a
baby girl — she’s so beautiful. His daughters 
and my daughters are best friends, so we 
have that connection.

In your new book, you write about the 
end of your marriage…
Relationships are really difficult, and I made 
some mistakes. My ex-wife is a beautiful 
person, a great mother, and we were a great 
team. It just didn’t work. I certainly could have
done a better job, but it’s a two-way street. I 
always think, I didn’t change and neither did 
she — and I can be a very difficult guy to live 
with. To her credit, she was happy [when] we 

HIS REBIRTH “We escaped a 
Communist country and came to 
Canada on a boat with a single 
suitcase” when he was 8, says Robert 
(seen in an early birthday pic). 

BIG SUCCESS Robert’s cybersecurity firm
Herjavec Group, made him a millionaire.
“You don’t do that by having a thin skin, 

but you also don’t need to do that by 
being a mean person,” he shares.

HE’S NEVER 
JUMPED 
THE SHARK

GIVING BACK
Volunteering for a 
Seattle homeless 
program helped 
Robert overcome 
depression: “We 
give them about 
100,000 pairs of 
socks, but what we 
really give them is 
love, humanity and 
connectedness.” 

started out, and I wasn’t. I 
think I always just wanted 
to do more with my life.

Was money a factor?
We used to say, “When 
were we the happiest? 
When we had nothing.” I 
felt an incredible need to 
be successful to justify my 
existence and my parents’ sacrifice. That’s 
a big chip to carry on your shoulder. 

You said that the suffering after your 
split was something you’d never felt 
before. How so? 
My mom and dad passed away a few years 
ago. I had no family in North America, I lost 
my [wife] and it was my fault in many ways. 
You end up being with people you know you 
shouldn’t be with, because you’re so desperate 
and alone, and then you feel awful. I just got 
to a point where I couldn’t imagine a future. 

You’ve said you wanted to end it all by 
jumping from a hotel room in 2014…
I lost my relationship with my kids 
[Brendan, 22, Skye, 19, and Caprice, 18] 
and thought I’d never have them in my life 
again. I always think I can fix anything, 
and I couldn’t fix that situation. 

What made you change your mind? 
Somebody I wanted to call took my call, 
because I felt like I had nobody at th i
I was very lucky. I began to build [m

DRIVER’S SEAT “Bucket list 
moment!” Robert proclaimed 

about his second place-in-
class finish in this “intense” 

2014 Abu Dhabi race car rally.
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back up and think, You can’t be anything until 
you believe you’re something. 

Did you think you’d ever fall in love again?
I thought I had lost a normal, stable life full 
of love. I wasn’t lost, but I didn’t think Kym 
would go out with me. 

Why wouldn’t she? 
I’m old, I’m broken, and I didn’t want to date, 
but I saw her and it all clicked. I finally got 
the courage to ask her out. I spent three days 
planning this romantic dinner and thought, 
I’m going to sell her on myself — and then as 
she’s leaving rehearsal, she says, “Oh, I can’t go 
tonight.” Somehow I got the courage to ask her 
again, to my friend’s wedding, and that was it.

How’d you pick out her gorgeous ring?
She actually did! She and I and one of her best 
friends, Carson Kressley, happened to be 
walking by a jewelry store and she picked it out.

What’s the best advice you received?
My mom said, “You are no better than any other 
human being, but no human being is better 

Reporting by Ilyssa Panitz
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“I like to play and do 
new things. We get 

one chance at life, so 
bring it on!”

IN THE TANK What would surprise 
people most about his 7-year-old series 
Shark Tank with (from left) Mark Cuban, 

Barbara Corcoran, Daymond John, Kevin
O’Leary and Lori Greiner? “We only film 
17 days a year!” Robert reveals to Closer.

THE WRITE STUFF Why did he 
en You Don’t Have to Be a Shark: 

Creating Your Own Success? 
“I realized that a lot of people 
are afraid of sales, because it 
requires rejection,” he says.

LUCKY GUY “I fell in love with Kym, 
the human being, from ‘hello.’ 

The hot Australian dancer Kym I 
didn’t even see, because I loved the 
person so much…and once I saw her 

rhumba dress, I definitely wanted 
to be more than a friend!”
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B
lake Shelton seems to 
have found his biggest 
fan — in girlfriend 
Gwen Stefani! The 
Voice co-stars hit the 

premiere of Blake’s Angry Birds 
Movie in LA on May 7, where the 
real show was happening right in 

the audience. “She was snapping 
pics of him and of the movie screen 
and applauding him,” an eyewitness 
at the screening tells Closer. The 
couple first went public with their 
romance in November 2015 — a few 
months after Blake separated from 
Miranda Lambert and Gwen split 

from Gavin Rossdale. Now Gwen 
credits Blake, 39, with inspiring 
her new songs: “I don’t have to 
write about heartache,” Gwen 
marvels. After the premiere, the 
lovey-dovey couple went to the 
afterparty, where they (surprise!) 
continued snapping photos. 

They’re the Picture of Love

TH

“We 
know we 

collaborate 
well 

together.”
— Blake

Blake 
loves that 

46-year-old 
Gwen is “so 

smart and 
talented.”

 Blake Shelton & Gwen Stefani 



THEY’RE REUNITED! After breaking off their engagement in
late 2015, actress Courteney Cox and rocker Johnny
McDaid are clearly putting the past behind them.
During the BMI Pop Awards in Beverly Hills on
May 10, Courteney, 51, raved toCloser, “We love each
other. Yes, we’re happy!” Added her 39-year-old
Snow Patrol beau: “I don’t know if you can put a label
on what makes us work so well, but I know that I’ve
never loved like I love this woman.”

Romance Rekindled

Courteney Cox & Johnny McDaid

“I BELIEVE in the institution of marriage,” proclaims 
Donny Osmond. No doubt. The crooner celebrated 
38 years of wedded bliss to his wife, Debbie, 57, on 
May 8 — despite the fact that they got off to a rather 
unusual start. “She was dating my brother, Jay!” Donny, 
58, reveals. But Donny started dating Debbie two weeks 
later, and they’ve been a pair ever since. Their secret? 
“You have to take out the selfishness,” Donny says. “And 
whenever you have an argument, she’s always right.”

Celebrate a Special Day

Donny & Debbie Osmond 

They’re back together, 
but Courteney was 

not wearing her 
engagement ring at 

the Beverly Hills event.

“38 years later 
and happier than 
ever,” professed 

Donny, who 
posted this 

throwback shot. 

SAVE
- $5 OFF -

PROMO CODE:

CLOSER2016
www.newnordicusa.com

Healthy and 
beautiful hair

Advertisement

HAIR
CARE
IN A

TABLET

YOUR HAIR TABLET
Hair VolumeTM is a Swedish 
best-selling supplement 
which contains apple extract 
with a naturally derived 
ingredient called procyanidin 
B2. One tablet a day is all 
you need as part of your 
daily beauty routine.

Now available at participating pharmac

For more info or to buy directly, please c

*Source: www.amazon.com as of 1.1.2016. These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug 
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. Always read the label 

and follow the instructions prior to use.

At select:

ONLINE SHOP
newnordicusa.com

Hair VolumeTM is a best-selling Scandinavian 
supplement, designed to nourish your hair 
follicles with vital nutrients. Try Hair Volume 
today or check the rave reviews it is getting 
online.

9

9

9

9

9

SUPPORTS HEALTHY HAIR

CONTAINS APPLE EXTRACT WITH PROCYANIDIN B2

CONTAINS BIOTIN AND MILLET

IS EASY TO USE – JUST ONE TABLET A DAY

HIGH SATISFACTION RANKING*
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T
49, the joyous ne
surprise” for the
according to an i
“trying to have
time” with her b
man husband, W
is a miracle pre
would ever happe

In fact, Ja net, who turned 50 on
May 16, had already started her much-an-
ticipated Unbreakable World Tour when she
learned she was expecting — and she shared
the happy news with her fans while also an-
nouncing the cancellation of her upcoming
performances. “I have to rest up, doctor’s
orders,” she told her devotees via a Twitter
video before adding, “I can’t wait to get start-
ed again.” And while Janet “is disappoint-
ed there won’t be a tour for the next year,”
shares the insider, “she knows her fans will
understand. She couldn’t be happier.”

HOPING FOR THE BEST
Equally thrilled — and shocked! — are those
in Janet’s own family. “She only told her

it publicly,” an insider, who says the matri-
arch of the Jackson family is “delighted be-
cause she knows how much this means to
Janet,” confides to Closer. But there are
concerns as well. “Because of Janet’s age,
doctors have told her she must take it easy,”
explains the insider.

“Katherine is worried and wants to make
sure Janet’s getting the best medical care
possible.” But the mommy-to-be — who’s
living in Qatar — keeps in touch with Kath-
arine via Skype and assures her that Wis-
sam, 41, is taking good care of her. “He
wants this baby as much as she does, and
is making sure Janet isn’t overworked,”
shares the insider. “This baby is already
very loved.” —AmyHogan

THE SINGER PUTS WORK
ON HOLD
BECOMING

FAMILY MATTERS

“I’d love
to have

a family.”

BABY
DREAM

JANET JACKSON’S

Comes True
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“Janet did
have a very 
rough first 

three months,” 
says a source. 
But now, “the 

baby is very 
active and

has been 
kicking 

a lot!”

Janet with 
her late 
brother, 
pop 
superstar 
Michael 
Jackson, 
in 1993
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www.bradfordexchange.com/22731

Shown smaller than
actual size of about 6

in. L x 4 in.

GRANDSON, FORGE YOUR OWN PATH

Personalized Heirloom Keepsake Box

FREE
Personalization!

A Personal Expression of Pride
In everything he does, your grandson makes you proud. Show him 
your loving support with this keepsake box showcasing a handsome 
lid with the look and feel of rich leather and an inlaid metal plaque 
bearing his three initials! Personalized FREE, it opens to reveal 
separate compartments for storing items such as coins or keys and 
features an encouraging sentiment. A textured frame crowns the lid 
of this sleek, masculine box, lined in soft felt.

Limited availability … order now!

Order now for just $59.99*, payable in three installments of $19.99, 
backed by our 365-day money-back guarantee. Send no money now. 
Just mail the coupon today and indicate the three initials for 
personalization on the lid.

Lid opens to reveal the 

encouraging sentiment:

“My Grandson, Forge Your Own 

Path, Anything is Possible”

P.O. Box 806, Morton Grove, IL 60053-0806

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City State Zip

Email (optional)
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*Plus $9.99 shipping and service. Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days.
Please allow 2-4 weeks for shipment. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.

YES. Please accept my order for the Grandson’s Personalized Heirloom Keepsake 
Box(es). I need send no money now. I will be billed with  shipment. More than one 
grandson? Please print 3 initials for each box reserved.

One Box: ___ ___ ___ 

Two Boxes: ___ ___ ___

Three Boxes: ___ ___ ___

Four Boxes: ___ ___ ___

  01-22731-001-E61741



A
s Bla nche Du Bois in 
A Streetcar Named Desire, 
Vivien Leigh coquettishly 
sprayed perfume at Marlon 
Brando, then stepped away, 
biting her lip out of insecu-

rity. The brilliant, subtle performance won 
Vivien her second Oscar, in 1952 — but the role 
came with a hefty price. It “tipped me over into 
madness,” the actress confessed.

Vivien suffered from bipolar disorder, which 
was then called manic depression. But un-
like Blanche, the broken woman she played 
65 years ago, the beautiful star never gave up 
fighting her illness, even as it ruined her mar-
riage to Laurence Olivier and led to her forced 
institutionalization. “Most of us have compro-
mised with life,” she said. “But those of us who 
fight for what they want will always thrill us.” 

Vivien did thrill audiences — first in the 
theater where she met Laurence, the love of 
her life, and then on-screen as Scarlett O’Hara 
in Gone With the Wind. But Vivien’s blessings 
were tempered by mood swings. “Manic 

depression was not well understood 
in her time,” Kendra Bean, author of 
Vivien Leigh: An Intimate Portrait, tells 
Closer, adding that the star was treated 
with periodic shock treatments.

ACTING OUT
Performing gave Vivien a reason to k
fighting. Perfecting roles allowed her t
and rein in her roller coaster of emotions. “She
was very adept at keeping the situation under
control in a professional setting,” says Bean.
Meanwhile, her outbursts and depression con-
tinued in private and wore out her 20-year
marriage to Laurence. They split in 1960. 

But Vivien continued to act until her death
at  53 from tuberculosis. She even fell in love
again — with actor Jack Merivale — with
whom she lived until her death in 1967. “Vivien
is often seen as a tragic figure, but she lived a
full life,” says Bean. “Her story has helped peo-
ple come to terms with their own struggles.
That is as worthy a legacy as any performance
she ever gave.”                                             — Louise A. Barile 

LOVE COULDN’T
SAVE HER, BUT
HER DEVOTION TO 
ACTING HELPED THE 
STAR BATTLE HER 
MENTAL ILLNESS

LOOK BACK

“I swing 
between 

happiness 
and misery. 
I say what 
I think.”

“She is a tragic
figure and I

understand her,”
says Vivien.

Blanche and 
Scarlett were 

both Americans, 
but Vivien 

was born in 
Darjeeling when 
India was under 

British rule.

Her union with 
Laurence was 

“turbulent, and 
creative,” says 
Kendra Bean. 
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&
MADNESS
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• Genuine, hand-stretched canvas print measures nearly 2 feet wide

•  Custom-crafted wooden frame with hassle-free, built-in 
lighting system and convenient, 4-hour timer

•  Flip the switch and 10 hidden LED lights cast a soft glow 
on the vibrant Thomas Kinkade imagery 

Dogwood Chapel ©2004 Thomas Kinkade ©2016 BGE 01-17635-001-BINC

Thomas Kinkade Dogwood Chap
Illuminating Canvas Print

Thomas Kinkade Dogwood Chapel 
Illuminating Canvas Print

YES. Please reserve the Thomas Kinkade Dogwood
Chapel Illuminating Canvas Print for me as described in this
announcement. 
Limit: one per order. Please Respond Promptly

*Plus $16.99 shipping and service.
Limited-edition presentation restricted to 295 crafting days. Please allow 4-8 weeks after
initial payment for shipment. Sales subject to product availability and order acceptance.

Mrs. Mr. Ms.
Name (Please Print Clearly)

Address

City

State Zip

Email (optional)

01-17635-001-E61741

9345 Mi lwaukee Avenue ·  Ni les,  IL 60714-1393

RESERVATION APPLICATION                SEND NO MONEY NOW

Shown much smaller than actual size of about 15¾" high by 20" wide by 
1½" deep. Arrives fully assembled and ready to display. Lighting timer 
can be powered by adaptor or 3 “AAA” batteries (both not included).

Nearly 2 feet wide!

 • EASY ORDERING • www.bradfordexchange.com/tkchapel • 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED •

Bradford Exchange Exclusive — Order now!
Make the Thomas Kinkade Dogwood Chapel Illuminating Canvas Print 
yours now in four interest-free installments of $33.75, for a total of 
$135*, backed by our unconditional, 365-day money-back satisfaction 
guarantee.  Send no money now; simply complete and mail the 
Reservation Application today or visit us online. 



T
houghhe’ll always
beknown for
“Mr.Roboto,” Styx’s
former lead singer
DennisDeYoung reveals
he’s far froma futuristic
guy. “In fact, I avoid

technology!” themusician, 69, tellsCloser.
“I don’twalk aroundwitha cellphone. I
believe inhuman interaction.”
AndDennis’ four-bedroom, six-bath

abode, locatedinanupscalecommunity
justwest of his nativeChicago,
provides plenty of space tohost his
favorite humans. (Even thehome
studiowherehe’s recorded several
albumshas an analog tapemachine,
hehappily reports, “technology
that’s nownext to obsolete.”)
Theold-fashioned style suits the

creator of timeless songs like “Babe”
and “TheBest ofTimes” just fine.

EXCLUSIVE

CLOSER to home

P se
A Little Piece of

The former Styx front man enjoys the peaceful 
surroundings of his stunning home  By GREGG GOLDSTEIN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PHIL PENMAN

DENNIS DEYOUNG

Dennis chose the 
eight-sided dining 

table because it 
mirrors the ceiling’s 

octagon shape.
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The portrait 
above the 

mantelpiece 
in the family 

room was 
done by a 

Chicago 
artist.

The living room features 
Japanese screen art 

(right) with a pearl inlay.

How often does 
Dennis record 

nowadays? 
“Whenever I 

get a mortgage 
payment!” 

he quips.

Dennis (far left, with 
Styx in 1981) still keeps
busy with solo CDs and

a new tour.
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You’ll know as soon as you see the grand stone 
façade of the 5,600-square-foot French/
Mediterranean home he shares with his wife 
of 46 years, Suzanne DeYoung. “When we 
looked at the front of this house, we thought, 
It looks like nice people live in there. That’s 
initially why we bought it,” he says. “And 

now when I drive up I’m like, ‘How the heck 
did I get in that thing?’ Occasionally, I 
pinch myself.”

The grand entryway features 
chandeliers and a sweeping staircase they 
designed themselves. “We had this guy 
from Poland come over to redo it. It’s the 
fanciest thing in our life,” says Dennis. 
“It’s showy, but what the heck?”

Dennis bought the home in 2000 after 
living in Frankfort, Ill., since 1976. “We 

moved out there to raise our kids [Carrie 
Ann and Matthew, now adults] because 
t was one of the safest places to live, and 

I wanted them to go to public school and 
mingle with everyone. But it was comfortably 
close to absolutely nothing — my daughter 
called it ‘Hicksville, USA!’ ” he says with a 

CLOSER to home

“The kitchen had pink, blue 
and green floral wallpaper, 
if you can imagine! We went 
with yellow, added crystal 
cabinet knobs and recently 
put in quartz countertops.”

“The stairs had 
white carpet and 
traditional wood 

spindles. We 
said, ‘Let’s get

fancy!’”

“I bought this 
piano in 1980, 
and my wife 
asked me to 

write the names 
of all of the 

songs I write 
under it and 

inside it!”
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laugh. This house is only 20 to 25 minutes
from the airports — something Dennis loves 
as he heads back from stops on his solo 2016 
North American tour.

“Given the life that I’ve led, I have more 
than enough excitement. So when I come 
home, soft colors seem calm to me — gold 
and beige tones, and maybe a flash of that 
burgundy in the throw pillows,” he shares. 
The windows are usually covered by wooden
blinds, shutters and floor-to-ceiling drapes 
(and lamps stay dim) due to the light 
sensitivity Dennis developed in 1998, which
led to him leaving Styx. But there’s an upside:
“Our electric bill, considering the size of our
house, is so small, it’s incredible!”

And the house is big enough to hold many 
happy reunions. “Our children always show
up, and once in a while, they spend the night.
I charge them, of course, but that’s another 
story,” he says with a smile. “No more than 
the Marriott!”              — Reporting by Ilyssa Panitz

Andy Warhol & Tony Bennett
In this pic, he said he made “my standard 
joke whenever there are three in a photo: 
‘Let’s form a band and do Rush covers.’ 
I told Tony how I always preferred his 
voice to Frank’s, which explains his grin.”

DEYOUNG AT HEART

Sting
At the Chicago 
premiere of 
Sting’s The Last 
Ship in 2014, “I 
was telling him 
how great the 
song ‘Practical 
Arrangement’ 
was, as well 
as the entire 
musical.”

Heather 
Locklear
At the 2005 
premiere of his film 
The Perfect Man, 
“shouts of ‘Dennis!’ 
really excited me 
until I realized I was 
blocking their view 
of Heather.”

Adam Sandler
“In December, 
Adam asked 
if I would be 
his guest at 
his holiday 
bash” and 
play three 
Styx classics. 
“Of course, 
I cried, ‘Will 
there be a 
buffet?’”
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“A house is 
one thing, 

but a home is 
really about 
the people 

who live in it.”
— Dennis (with Suzanne)

Dennis proudly poses with his 
Mr. Roboto mask and gold records 

in what he calls his “Hall of Ghosts.”



If poufy princess dresses come to mind
when you think of lace, try an updated look

on the classic fabric

TIMELESS STYLE

Tina Fey

Topshop top, $52,
topshop.com

Oasis tank,
$52, oasis-
stores.com

H&M blouse,
$15, hm.com

Jessica McClintock clutch, $48, nordstrom.com

MODERN
MAKEOVER

Lace Gets a

Dark panels 
on the side 
of Tina’s 
dress whittle 
her waist — 
and give the 
lacy frock a 
little edge.

Lace 
detail + 

bell sleeves 

= twice as 
trendy!



EVERYTHING OLD 
IS N

Angela Lansbury In the 1950s, lace 
was often used in more delicate ways. 
Case in point: this blue-gray dress on 
Angela circa 1950

Sarah Ferguson In a lace dress and
white gloves, the Duchess of York
looked more like a bridesmaid than
royalty in 1990.

Get the Look RightLace is a big trend right now — but we’re not talking about your Granny’s look! Bold colors and sleek silhouettes give this delicate fabric a fresh spin.Say yes to color. Traditionally found in black,white or pastels, lace looks more current instand-out hues like kelly green or red.Keep it sleek. Stick to tailored silhouettes thatshow your shape. Add-ons, especially jewelry, should be simple, too — you don’t want themdetracting from your look or, worse, snagging it!Test out a trend. Daring fashionistas are taking full-on boudoir styles from the sheets to thestreets. For a more conservative take, weara lace cami with jeans and a blazer for a sexy,sophisticated look.
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River Island skirt, $70,
riverisland.com

River Island 
midi skirt, $90, 
riverisland.com

ModCloth
dress, $75,

modcloth.com

Tiers of
crochet lace

are very
forgiving

Chetta B
dress, $99,
lastcall.com

Superga shoes, $99,
anthropologie.com

LOFT shorts, $60, loft.com
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ucky you! Summer’s hottest dress sty

FASHION FIX

oulder-baring dresses are a
ndy way to show off some skin
plus, this looks good on most
dy types! Pear-shaped women
pecially should embrace this look,
the detail on top draws eyes up
d away from the middle.

Cutout Shoulder

 Viola Davis 
When you’ve got a solid-
colored dress, like Viola’s, 
go for heels with fun detail.

Keep
patterns
mple with
his funky

style

RESH, FL A

A new 
dress is a great 
way to refresh 

your wardrobe. 
You’ll be party-

ready!

 Nia Vardalos 
A shift dress, like 
Nia’s, looks best 
when it hits above 
the knee.

Topshop, $125, 
topshop.com

Dorothy 
Perkins, $35, 

dorothyperkins
.com

H&M, $25, 
hm.com
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les are flattering for every figure

This flirty, feminine silhouette is
as popular as ever thanks to the
fitted waist, which creates a sultry
h d

ut

Not quite a turtleneck but
higher than a crew neck, this
sophisticated style is a stunner 
on all figures, but is especially 
great for petite women. The
continuous line created by a
lightweight mock-neck dress 
has a lengthening effect.

Fit-and-Flare Mock Neck

Kerry Washington
Play up themock turtleneck’s
classic cut by choosing abright,
busypattern likeKerry’s.

ATTERING Frocks
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J.Crew Facto
$63, factor
.jcrew.com

Miss Selfridge, 
$68, 

missselfridge
.com

Oasis, $115, 
oasis-stores.com

Topshop, 
$50, 

topshop.com

Try 
adding 
a pair 
of long 

earrings!

dCloth, 
$55, 

odcloth
com

Suite 7, $100, 
kohls.com
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L OK YOUR MOST B
Our experts answer your most pressing 

Theron
For aprecise finish,
likeCharlize, apply
lip stainwith a
brush, thenblot
with a tissue.

There is, and the trick is twofold. First, 
slather lips with a thick coat of Vaseline. 

This will loosen the lip stain so you can
remove a good amount of the makeup
with a tissue. Next, mix equal parts
sugar and coconut oil, and
rub the mixture onto lips.
The sugar acts like an
exfoliant to slough
away the remainder
of the stain, while
the coconut oil
keeps your pout
soft and supple.
Finish with a
moisturizing lip
balm to seal in
hydration.

Q I love wearing lip stain for its
staying power, but it’s so hard to 

remove at the end of the day. Is there 
any easy way to take it off?

They do! While you sleep, skin
loses most of its hydration — but it

also has the best chance to repair itself.
Since overnight masks are formulated
with nourishing ingredients like aloe
and antioxidants, they reverse signs of
aging and replenish moisture. The key,
no matter your skin type, is to find an oil-
free formula, which won’t clog pores or
aggravate skin. Once you find one you
like, you can use it every night!

QHow can I make
my skin dewy

without looking oily?

The secret to dewy-
looking skin any se

s highlighter. During th
ummer, avoid grea
rmulas and opt for
hich goes on airier. D
ghtly onto cheekbones
he inner corners of the ey
only. (Don’t overdo it or sk
will look sweaty!) Your face

will light up immediately.

QDo overnight face masks
really work?
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Revlon Highlighting Palet
Peach Glow, $8, drugstore

Expert Tip:
This makeup-

removing mixture 
can help banish dry, 

cracked lips, too. Apply 
in circular motions with 

a toothbrush to 
remove fl aky skin. 

Clinique Moisture Surge Overnight Mask, $34, 
clinique.com

 Charlize 
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Got a beauty query? Email us at beauty@closerweekly.com

EAUTIFUL
questions so every day can be gorgeous

 What is HD foundation, and should I be 
using it? 

 High-definition 
(HD) makeup was 

created to make skin look 
flawless on HDTV, which 
— as you know from 
watching — magnifies 
and makes every pore 
crystal clear. But women 
who aren’t on camera 
love it, too! Here’s why: 
HD makeup contains 
special light-deflecting

pigments that bounce 
harsh light (whether it’s 
sunlight, studio lights or 
office lights) to create 
the illusion of a silky, 
smooth complexion. The 
best part is that it’s more 
lightweight than regular 
foundations, so it makes 
skin flawless, natural 
and radiant without 
looking cakey.

QMy hair is really curly, but
it’s gotten limp over the

years. How can I add volume
without creating frizz?

 For curly hair, it’s all 
about the product,” 

says hair expert Clyde Elezi 
of The Drawing Room NYC. 
Since you have tight curls 
and just want to pump up 
the fullness, a mousse is 
a great option. It adds lift 
and bounce, and also keeps 
strands frizz-free. After 
showering, flip hair over, then
lightly scrunch the mousse 

to hair, concentrating it 
he roots. Blow-dry hair 

e low setting, using 
er to maximize 

nd prevent 
separating. 

ie Headstrong 
Volume Styling Mousse, 
$3, drugstores

bh Cosmetics 
Studio Pro HD 

Foundation, $16, 
bhcosmetics.com

“God showed me h
forgive the unforgi

Turn
pain into

peace

Stories of God’s goodness

STEVEN CURTIS CHAPMAN

NEWS ANCHOR GRETCHEN CARLSON

RWANDAN GENOCIDE SURVIVOR

June 2016

For fastest service, subscribe & gift at
www.simplegrace.com/subscribe

Fill out coupon and send to Simple Grace, P.O. Box 433310, Palm Coast, FL
32143-3310. Allow 8–10 weeks for delivery. For Canadian orders, add $12;
for foreign orders, add $24 postage per subscription, prepaid in U.S. funds.
Each 12 issue subscription costs $19.97 for U.S. orders.

My name

My address 

City     State        Zip 

Email (optional)

Check enclosed Bill me later  

K6CG22

YES! Send me 12 issues (1 year) 
for just $19.97

Please send me a risk-free issue of Simple Grace. If I am not satisfied, I will 
write “cancel” on my invoice or write to the address below within 45 days. 
Otherwise, I will receive 11 more issues (12 in total) for only $19.97.

Transform
stress into

bliss

A Christian monthly magazine  
& daily devotional in one

ON SALE  
NOW!



BEST FRIENDS
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Furry
Flashback

c. 1980 
SCOTT BAIO 
mugs with the 
canine star of 
Here’s Boomer.“ImetMister Piggy

— the absolute
highlight of my day,” 

raved the Devious 
Maids star, who 

snuggled up with a 
sweet swine at the 

LA premiere of The 
Angry Birds Movie 

on May 7. “He made 
me wanna never eat 

bacon ever again!” 
confessed Gilles.

Hams It Up
 Gilles Marini         

I
can’t ever
imagine my
life without
animals,”

model Joanna
Krupa raves to
Closer. “I just love
them so much!” A
co-founder of the
Angels for Animals
Rescue group,
Joanna has been
taking strays into
her home — and her
heart — for more
than eight years.
“I try to foster as
much as I can,” she 
explains. “But it’s so

hard because I want
to keep them all!”
Right now, Joanna’s
permanent pack is
composed of four:
(from left) Cavalier
King Charles
spaniel Sebastian,
Yorkie mixes Rugby
and Prince, and
terrier mix Shaggy.
“They are all little
troublemakers,” she
confides. “But when
I come home, they
are so genuinely
happy to see me.
They fight for all 
the attention.”

Joanna Krupa She turned her home
into a haven for rescue animals!

“Life would 
mean nothing 

without 
saving these 
precious fur 

babies.”

Labor
of Love
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Sculpted by hand 
with delicate

hand-etched details
�

Hand-painted 
in soft pastels 

Shown approximate 
size of 4" high

Soft and snuggly … perky and playful — who can resist a
cuddly kitten … or two? Now Sam Butcher, creator of Precious
Moments®, brings to life the loving friendship between a little
girl and her feline friends in “Home Is Where My Cats Are.”

Purr-fectly Crafted & Painted by Hand!
When this adorable young girl curls up on a comfy cushion to

read her favorite book, The Joy of Cats, she suddenly realizes the
real joy comes from her own furry friends curling up with her!
Handcrafted and hand-painted, this one-of-a-kind figurine is
limited to only 95 casting days. Plus it’s filled with realistic
touches like sculpted piping, tassels and heart-shaped buttons,
along with an etched rug base.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back!
Every “Home Is Where My Cats Are” issue is hand-numbered

with a Certifi cate of Authenticity that you’ve received a genuine
Precious Moments collectible.  Our 365-Day Guarantee ensures
your satisfaction.  

If you know a cat-lover — or are one yourself — this 

sweet tribute will have you feeling all fuzzy inside!

Precious Moments ® ©2015 Precious Moments, Inc.Authorized Licensee, 
The Hamilton Collection. All Rights Reserved Worldwide. 

A fi ne adult collectible. Not intended for children.
  Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.

MAIL TO:

09-04162-001-BD1

YES! Please accept my order for “Home Is 
Where My Cats Are” for the issue price of 
$29.99*. I need send no money now. I will be 
billed with shipment.

 *Add $8.99 for shipping and service.  Deliveries to FL and IL will be billed appropriate sales tax.  
All orders are subject to product availability and credit approval.  Allow 6 to 8 weeks for shipment.

(Please print clearly.)

Please Respond Promptly

09-04162-001-E61741

9204 Center For The Arts Drive, Niles, Illinois  60714-1300

Name_________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City________________________State_____Zip______

Signature______________________________________

HamiltonCollection.com/PMCats



2
1955 
HAIR 
GOES 

When reminded 
of her starring 
role in Land of the 
Pharaohs, Joan 
quipped, “I smile 
when I think of 
the agony I 
endured at the 
hands of my 
hairdresser,” 
which included 
92 hairpins and 
half a bottle of 
toupee glue!

1939 FAMILY FRIEND “We 
were thick as thieves,” she 
said of novelist sis Jackie. 

never had a better girlfriend. 
e’ll live on in [my] wonderful 

memories from childhood.” 

GROWINGUPin London, Jo knew from the start
she was going places. “ ll me Miss Perpetual
Motion because appar l for a second.” Once

she hit the stage at th stopping her from
being a success. “I’ve she’s insisted. “But
I can’t say I would turn my back on fortune!” That’s why she

channeled her tirelessness into interests beyond the screen —
from creating a beauty line to writing books. Today, this mother

and grandmother of three, who turns 83 on May 23, still has
no intention to slow down. “I try to make each day like a mini-

lifetime, to achieve something and to enjoy something. I live in the
present totally, and the future…who knows what the future is?”

MY LIFE IN

    Pictures
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JOAN COLLINS

“Show me 
a person 

who’s never 
made a 

mistake and 
I’ll show you 

somebody 
who’s never 

achieved 
much.”
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3
1962 OFF ON THE ROAD Joan had 
mixed opinions about her co-stars in 
The Road to Hong Kong. “Bob [Hope] 

was great fun but Bing [Crosby] was a grumpy,
chauvinistic man. He was smoking a pipe all 
the time and it was a bit like kissing an asht ”

4  1967 STAR 
TURN 
“When 

I was asked to 
do Star Trek, I 
remember saying to 
my agent, ‘Well, 
what is Star Trek?’ 
I’d never heard of 
it.” But thankfully 
her children did, and 
Joan boldly went 
off to make the 
episode “City on the 
Edge of Forever.” 
Now “some 
[people] remember 
me more for that 
than anything else 
I’ve done ” 

10
2016 HIGH-FIVE She had 
“no intention” of marrying a 
fifth time, but Percy Gibson 

proved to be a charm. “When I look 
at him across a room, my heart still 
skips,” said Joan, who celebrated 
her 14th anniversary in February.

8
2001 GRANDE DAMES “We 
got along really well because 
we loved insulting each other,”

said Joan of Debbie Reynolds, Shirley 
MacLaine and Elizabeth Taylor on the 
ABC movie These Old Broads.

9
2015 ROYAL TREATMENT Shortly before 
playing the queen’s mother opposite 
Alexandra Park and Elizabeth Hurley on TV’s 

The Royals, Joan was named Dame Commander of 
the Order of the British Empire by Queen Elizabeth II, 
whom she revealed, “has always been friendly with 
me. I love our queen. She can do no wrong.” 

7
1992 CENTER STAGE “I’ve 
done everything, including 
producing, [but] the most 

thrilling” was her Broadway debut 
in the comedy Private Lives.

6
1981 SOAPED UP “Dynasty was the 
opportunity to take charge of my 
career rather than walking around like 

a library book waiting to be loaned out,” said 
Joan of becoming a TV star as Alexis Colby.

5
1979 
IT’S A 
BITCH 

“Whenever I’m 
asked if I’ve 
ever had any 
regrets in my 
life — which I 
don’t — the one 
that might 
possibly come 
to mind is why 
[my movie The 
Bitch had] that 
damn-awful 
exploitive title,” 
revealed Joan 
of the steamy 
adaptation of 
sister Jackie’s 
best seller.
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High Ponytails
“A girl loves 
a high pony,” 
fresh-faced 
Elle Fanning 
gushed of the 
throwback 
hairstyle she 
chose for the 
Met Gala 
in NYC in 
early May.

Banana-Leaf 
Prints
There are few designs 
that invoke the tropics as 
well as the classic banana-
leaf print! The maxidress 
worn by Food Network 
chef Katie Lee during an 
interview for her cookbook 
Endless Summer was 
a nearly perfect match 
to the patterned shirt 
Montgomery Clift donned 
in the Hawaii-set classic film 
From Here to Eternity.

JOHNSON’S BABY SHAMPOO and 
its famous “no more tears” formula 
first hit the market in 1953....and never went away

Made-to-Order 
British Menswear
Actor Samuel L. Jackson stood 
tall at a recent London premiere 
wearing a retro striped blazer from 
Turnbull & Asser, a traditional British 
gentlemen’s clothier which has been 
around since 1885! Not only is Prince 
Charles a fan, but nearly every 
James Bond (starting with Sean 
Connery) has been outfitted by this 
upscale designer.

Captain America
Long before the current film

incarnation of the star-spangled hero,
two TV movies in the 1970s, Sentinel

of Liberty and Death Too Soon, tried to
establish a Captain America franchise.

Things th  go...

THEN: 59¢

NOW: $5.35

1962
Sean 
Connery

1979
Reb Brown

Now
Chris Evans

Now
Samuel L. 

Jackson

Now
Elle

Fanning

1955 
Brigitte 
Bardot
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Now
Katie Lee

1953
Montgomery 

Clift





Home. Cooked.

GOODNESS.
The taste of togetherness.

ORDER
NOW &

SAVE 

78%

1-800-811-7832 ask for 44644KWE | www.OmahaSteaks.com/hfb02

The Happy Family Banquet
2 (5 oz.) Filet Mignons

2 (5 oz.) Top Sirloins

4 (3.5 oz.) Chicken Fried Steaks 

4 (3 oz.) Polynesian Pork Chops

4 (4 oz.) Omaha Steaks Burgers 

4 (3 oz.) Gourmet Jumbo Franks 

12 oz. pkg. All-Beef Meatballs

16 oz. pkg. Omaha Steakhouse® Fries

4 (4 oz.) Caramel Apple Tartlets

44644KWE 

Reg. $228.92  |  Now Only 
$4999

Limit 2 pkgs. 4 (4 oz.) free burgers will be sent to each shipping address that includes The Happy Family Banquet (44644). Standard S&H will be added per address. Flat rate shipping and reward cards and

codes cannot be used with this off er. Not valid with other off ers. All product, prices and sales are subject to Omaha Steaks, Inc. Terms of Use and Pricing Policy. Visit omahasteaks.com/terms-of-useOSI. 

Expires 7/31/16. ©2016 OCG | Omaha Steaks, Inc. SRC0628

Plus get 4 more 

Burgers FREE


